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1 Introduction: My Academic Role

With this portfolio, I would like to highlight features about my academic–my teaching,
my research, and my service–that demonstrate my competence and future potential
as a professional scholar. More importantly, I believe the self-reflection required to
create this portfolio will help me become a better teacher, a better researcher, and a
more sensitive and committed member of my academic community.

I am a researcher and teacher in the field of philosophy, but I also arrange and
organize events in my discipline (e.g., visiting speakers, philosophy conferences and
workshops, departmental events). My research interests are in metaethics, moral
psychology and experimental philosophy, and my teaching experience is in ethics and
logic. My research focuses primarily on foundational questions concerning ethical
thought and practice. I take my work to be part of an extended dialogue and inves-
tigation into morality and human nature, going back to Plato’s Republic.

Concerning my future academic role, I see myself teaching introductory and upper-
level undergraduate courses in a variety of philosophical fields, primarily those of
ethics, philosophy of mind and moral psychology, metaethics, as well as general intro-
ductions to philosophy and logic. My future research will likely be in metaethics and
experimental metaethics. I also have strong interests in the philosophy of psychology,
moral psychology, experimental ethics, applied ethics and philosophy of religion.

The nature of my research allows for a rather seamless alignment of my roles
as a teacher and a researcher. A clear example of this alignment is my student
participation in one of my exploratory studies in folk metaethics, a study which
eventually played a key role in a paper I presented at an international, professional
conference. The study involved presenting students with a brief characterization of an
individual that claims to grasp what morality demands of him, but yet doesnt care-in
the slightest-about subjecting himself to such demands. Some students were then
asked whether this individual really understands that, say, killing innocents is wrong,
whereas other students were asked whether this individual really believes that killing
innocents is wrong. Although understanding that p traditionally entails believing
that p, we found that, while students granted that the individual understood the
moral wrongness of killing, they denied that he believed killing innocents is morally
wrong. This rather surprising result caught the attention of Joshua Knobe, who has
aided and funded my research on this phenomenon, as well as serving as a member of
my dissertation committee. What began as an exploratory study carried out with the
help of my students became a crucial part of my research and led to my collaboration
with other professionals within the discipline.

This academic portfolio is separated into three sections: teaching, research, ser-
vice. Additionally, there is an appendix containing documents and materials refer-
enced throughout the portfolio.
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2 Teaching

2.1 Teaching Philosophy

Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself.
–John Dewey

I became attracted to the pedagogical framework of John Dewey as part of my
formal training in music pedagogy during my years at Henderson State University
(a small liberal arts school). Deweys view–that education is an intrinsic good, even
if it is also an instrumental good-captures a purpose of higher education that rarely
receives much press or attention. My entire approach to teaching is deeply infused
by Dewey’s conception of education as constitutive of the good life.

This approach to teaching has been reinforced by my completion of the American
Philosophical Association/American Association of Philosophy Teachers Seminar on
Teaching and Learning in Philosophy. This seminar introduced me to an invaluable
method of developing courses, L. Dee Finks integrated course design, which I now
utilize when preparing my own courses (Fink 2013). My choice of readings, activities
and assessments is first determined by their e↵ectiveness at achieving specific learning
goals, such as the ability to accurately reconstruct an informally presented argument.

Integration also involves allowing ones learning goals, activities, and assessments
to continuously influence each other while remaining sensitive to the circumstances.
For example, some of my small group activities were first developed out of e↵orts
to align my learning goals and assessments with the current circumstances. To take
one instance, my students were struggling with one of my learning goals: developing
the capacity to determine the kinds of evidence needed to assess the truth of various
claims. Students were conflating empirical claims with conceptual claims, a posteriori
claims with a priori claims, descriptive claims with prescriptive claims, and so forth.
Sensing this struggle, I designed a small group activity that involved a list of ten
claims and instructions for groups to sort the claims in respect to how one would
determine their truth values (e.g., if it seems one would employ similar methods
to determine the truth of two di↵erent claims, then those claims should be sorted
together). After comparing each group’s sorting attempts, it was discovered that
most groups inadvertently utilized similar sorting methods. I then revealed that
philosophers mark these di↵erences with certain terms of art, showing them how, for
example, their “scientific observation” category fits well with the philosophers notion
of a posteriori claims. Implementing this new activity led to more students grasping
the relevant distinctions, thus aligning my learning goals, activities and assessments
in response to those particular circumstances.

I also take advantage of current research in philosophy pedagogy in particular. For
example, I’ve adopted the sca↵olding approach to written assignments, which simply
involves breaking down the components of a full-fledged term paper and assigning
each component as an exercise in itself (Coe 2011; p34). For instance, one assignment
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may just require that students summarize a passage, and another assignment might
focus on the students capacity to formalize an argument informally presented. I
have found a clear increase in the quality of student work on term papers since
Ive adopted this approach. Another example concerns online discussion boards. I
was impressed with how well a discussion board was able to get students to engage
with the material, and especially with each other, in my online introduction to ethics
courses. I received some wonderful ideas on how best to implement them for in-person
courses after reading Kalefs article, Imparting Philosophical Values through Online
Discussion” (2014; p.12). For instance, enforcing a word max has both practical and
pedagogical benefits: practical given the amount of posts the teacher must read and
grade; pedagogical because it forces students to develop a more concise, clear writing
style.

Let me o↵er a brief example illustrating how I teach philosophy. In order to
help students grasp Sartre’s existentialist claim that we are “condemned” to mak-
ing substantive moral choices about how to live our lives, I have students consider
the contemporary defense of gun ownership that simply makes appeal to the 2nd
amendment of the US Constitution. I give them the amendment to read for them-
selves, and then I ask them to tell me what it means. For example, I may ask if it
implies that, say, any citizen who happens to be able to a↵ord nuclear arms has a
Constitutionally guaranteed right to such arms. If it did, I ask, would that then be
a su�cient reason to guarantee such a right? As they discuss, it becomes apparent
that whatever interpretation is settled upon, how we proceed isn’t practically settled
by anything outside of our own collective choice on the matter. In Sartre’s words, we
are condemned to decide how to proceed: the mere existence of the amendment–or
any amendment–cannot free us from this decision. Whenever possible, I try to help
present philosophical issues in a way that reveals to students that doing philosophy is
in some sense unavoidable–striving to do it well or not are the only choices available.

Finally, although not strictly part of this approach, my enthusiasm for my subject
matter has been mentioned quite frequently in student feedback as a major reason
why students felt they learned so much in my course. Part of why enthusiasm has
this e↵ect on students may be because it more clearly brings out the truth in Deweys
conception of education: we are not simply preparing for other activities when we
learn we are living a fuller life.

Fink, L. D., (2013). Creating Significant Learning Experiences: An Integrated
Approach to Designing College Courses 2nd edition. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-
Bass.

Coe, C. D., (2011). Sca↵olded writing as a tool for critical thinking: teaching
beginning students how to write arguments. Teaching Philosophy 34, p.33-50.

Kalef, J. (2014). Imparting philosophical values through online discussions.
APA Newsletter on Teaching Philosophy, 13, p.11-17.
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2.2 Summary of Teaching Experience

2.2.1 Instructor of Record

Class: Ethics (8-week course)
Institution: Columbia College (Evening Campus)

Status: Elective
Terms Taught: Fall 2017
Total Enrolled: 13

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Examination of various moral philosophers attempts to prescribe ethical norms ap-
plicable to all mankind. Students are required to address four discussion prompts
by way of one original post and two reply posts on the discussion board, complete
in-class activities, two (noncumulative) exams, and three writing assignments.

Class: Introduction to Philosophy (hybrid)
Institution: Moberly Area Community College

Status: Elective
Terms Taught: Fall 2017
Total Enrolled: 12

Course Description and Responsibilities:
While surveying classic and contemporary problems within the Western analytic
philosophical tradition, this course is primarily designed to help develop a certain skill.
This skill is sometimes referred to as ones capacity for critical thinking, or as ones
reflective capacity. And just as one can develop physical strength through proper diet
and exercise, one can also develop critical thinking capacity through proper reading,
writing, discussion and argumentation. Students are required to address discussion
prompts by way of one original post and two reply posts on the discussion board
bi-weekly, complete in-class activities, two (noncumulative) exams, and three writing
assignments.

Class: Introduction to Ethics (hybrid)
Institution: Moberly Area Community College

Status: Elective
Terms Taught: Fall 2017
Total Enrolled: 13

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Students will examine various moral philosophers attempts to prescribe ethical norms
applicable to humanity. This course also focuses on the fundamental principles of
moral right and wrong and their applications. Students are required to address dis-
cussion prompts by way of one original post and two reply posts on the discussion
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board bi-weekly, complete in-class activities, two (noncumulative) exams, and three
writing assignments.

Class: Honors Introduction to Ethics
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)
Terms Taught: Spring 2017
Total Enrolled: 20

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Ethics is traditionally divided into three domains of questions: questions about the
good (value theory); questions about the right (normative theory); and questions
about the nature of ethics itself (metaethics). Additionally, there is what is called
applied ethics, which involves evaluating particular actions and practices in a philo-
sophically critical manner. Students are required to address discussion prompts by
way of one original post and two reply posts on the discussion board bi-weekly, com-
plete in-class activities, two (noncumulative) exams, and four writing assignments.
.

Class: Moral Psychology
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective
Terms Taught: Spring 2017
Total Enrolled: 16

Course Description and Responsibilities:
This course is a survey in contemporary questions and research within the essen-
tially interdisciplinary field of moral psychology. We will be exploring, and critically
evaluating, both philosophical and psychological research into questions about the
relationship between morality and human beings. These questions concern the na-
ture of moral motivation, moral reasons, moral judgment and its relationship with
emotion, moral obligations and its relationship to our sentiments, moral character,
moral responsibility and its relationship to free will, and moral knowledge. Students
are required to make posts on discussion board prompts, complete in-class activites
and quizzes, complete five short papers and then give a 4-6 minute presentation on
one of these papers. .

Class: Introduction to Logic and Reasoning (online)
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)
Terms Taught: Fall 2016
Total Enrolled: 35

Course Description and Responsibilities:
This is an introductory course in critical thinking and logic. The aim of the course
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is to teach students the rules of reasoning. By mastering these rules, students will
acquire the ability to systematically assess the strength of arguments, and thereby
sharpen their reasoning, judgment, and decision-making skills for use both in and out
of the classroom. Students are required to make posts on discussion board prompts,
take quizzes for each module, and take three exams (non-cumulative). .

Class: Medical Ethics
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Major Elective (fulfills major Ethics requirement)
Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)

Terms Taught: Spring 2016
Total Enrolled: 35

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Medical ethics is the intersection of ethical theory and the specific context of medicine
and healthcare. We survey some of the contemporary problems within medical ethics,
particularly that of patient/professional relationships, end of life issues, beginning of
life issues, and disability. Students are required to turn in notes on readings (random
days), complete in-class activities, take two (cumulative) exams, and complete four
written assignments (Critiques).

Class: Introduction to Ethics
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Major Elective (fulfills major Ethics requirement)
Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)

Terms Taught: Spring 2015 (two sections)
Total Enrolled: 30; 35

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Ethics is traditionally divided into three domains of questions: questions about the
good (value theory); questions about the right (normative theory); and questions
about the nature of ethics itself (metaethics). Additionally, there is what is called
applied ethics, which involves evaluating particular actions and practices in a philo-
sophically critical manner. Students are required to address discussion prompts by
way of one original post and two reply posts on the discussion board bi-weekly, com-
plete in-class activities, bi-weekly quizzes, three (noncumulative) exams, and three
writing assignments (short, medium and long).

Class: General Introduction to Philosophy
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (fulfills upper-level Humanities distribution require-
ment)

Terms Taught: Fall 2014 (two sections); Fall 2016
Total Enrolled: 25; 35; 35
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Course Description and Responsibilities:
While surveying classic and contemporary problems within the Western analytic
philosophical tradition, this course is primarily designed to help develop a certain
skill. This skill is sometimes referred to as ones capacity for critical thinking, or as
ones reflective capacity. And just as one can develop physical strength through proper
diet and exercise, one can also develop critical thinking capacity through proper read-
ing, writing, discussion and argumentation. Students complete in-class activities,
bi-weekly quizzes, comprehension assignments for each reading, two (noncumulative)
exams, and three writing assignments (short, medium and long).

Class: Introduction to Ethics (Online)
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Major Elective (fulfills major Ethics requirement)
Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)

Terms Taught: Summer 2012; Summer 2013; Spring 2016
Total Enrolled: 18; 23; 25

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Ethics is traditionally divided into three domains of questions: questions about the
good (value theory); questions about the right (normative theory); and questions
about the nature of ethics itself (metaethics). Additionally, there is what is called
applied ethics, which involves evaluating particular actions and practices in a philo-
sophically critical manner. Although this is an online course, doing philosophy re-
quires discussion, so students are required to address discussion prompts by way of
one original post and two reply posts on the discussion board each week. Students
complete weekly quizzes, three (noncumulative) exams, and two writing assignments
(one short, the other long).

Class: Introduction to Philosophy
Institution: Henderson State University

Status: Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)
Terms Taught: Fall 2007
Total Enrolled: 29

Course Description and Responsibilities:
Philosophy is an activity–an activity that everyone does. The only choice is whether
to do it well or poorly. This course introduces students to logical and critical think-
ing, applied to some of the big questions concerning existence, ourselves, and the
relationships between various methods–historical and contemporary–of determining
answers to these questions. In the process, students learn how to speak and write
e↵ectively, appreciate the history behind ideas that perhaps now seem commonsen-
sical, and develop their ability to pick out ethically charged issues in contemporary
discussions–allowing them to become more concerned, intelligent citizens of their
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country and this world. Students complete weekly short writing assignments as part
of their participation grade and four exams (the last one cumulative).

2.2.2 Courses Assisted

Class: Elementary Logic
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (Math Reasoning Proficiency)
Terms Taught: Fall 2015 (three sections)
Total Enrolled: 11; 17; 20

Course Responsibilities:
Prepare for and lead three weekly discussion sections. Post example homework as-
signments, exams, and advice online. Hold regular o�ce hours. Grade homework
assignments and three exams.

Class: General Introduction to Philosophy
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (fulfills upper-level Humanities distribution require-
ment)

Terms Taught: Spring 2012 (three sections)
Total Enrolled: 64

Course Responsibilities:
Prepare for and lead three weekly discussion sections. Hold regular o�ce hours.
Grade three exams and two papers.

Class: Introduction to Ethics
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Major Elective (fulfills Ethics requirement)
Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)

Terms Taught: Spring 2011 (three sections); Fall 2011 (three sections); Fall
2017 (three sections)

Total Enrolled: 68; 57; 56

Course Responsibilities:
Prepare for and lead three weekly discussion sections. Hold regular o�ce hours. (Fall
2011): Grade six true/false tests and five case analysis essays; (Spring 2011): Grade
two exams and two papers. (Fall 2017): Grade two exams and two papers.

Class: Introduction to Logic and Reasoning
Institution: University of Missouri

Status: Elective (fulfills Humanities distribution requirement)
Terms Taught: Fall 2010 (three sections)
Total Enrolled: 68
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Course Responsibilities:
Prepare for and lead three weekly discussion sections. Prepare and give lecture on the
fallacy of equivocation. Assist students with homework by aiding in understanding
of lecture topics. Hold regular o�ce hours. Grade weekly homework assignments and
three exams.

2.3 Teaching Development Activity

Seminar on Teaching and Learning in Philosophy (2014 - summer)
Through readings and interactive experiences, seminar participants explore issues and
engage in a community of reflection in order to strengthen their pedagogical choices.
Participants study how to identify and select challenging and transformative learning
goals and, by understanding the principles of integrated course design, examine how
to guide students to the successful achievement of these goals. Topics include prepar-
ing to teach (for example, syllabus design), developing learning-centered philosophy
classes, using traditional and non-traditional methods of assessment, and engaging in
the scholarship of teaching and learning.

Preparing Future Faculty (2013-14)
The Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) program is a year-long series of seminars, discus-
sions and activities designed to expose graduate students more fully to the realities
of teaching, research and service in higher education. The overarching goal of the
program is to enable graduates to make the transition successfully to employment in
the academic community equipped with a realistic knowledge of academic culture,
behavioral expectations and career expectations. Topics discussed include incorpo-
rating diversity into the classroom, teaching in settings from large lectures to small
seminars, conflict resolution, recognizing and assisting students with problems, and
turning academic dishonesty into a teachable moment.

Dissertation Seminar (2012)
Philosophy Ph.D. students in their third year at the University of Missouri enroll in a
dissertation seminar as preparation for the last three years of the program. Although
the seminar is billed as an aid to developing ones dissertation, the topics are not
limited to this. Topics frequently included preparation for job talks, building an
attractive CV, creating a web presence, etc.

Teaching Philosophy (2010)
In the first semester of graduate studies, all philosophy Ph.D. students at the Uni-
versity of Missouri take a course on philosophical pedagogy. Topics covered include
e↵ective use of technology in the classroom, techniques for teaching, and e↵ectively
dealing with academic dishonesty.
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3 Research

3.1 Research Statement

My research concerns questions about the nature of morality, moral judgment, value
and normativity in general, which is part of a research area called metaethics. Allow
me to introduce my research.

Some philosophers take any account of morality to require some explanation of
both the objectivity of moral truth and its motivational influence (Mackie 1977).
While many accept this pre-theoretical constraint, some have questioned whether
moral discourse is committed to these features (Strandberg and Björklund 2012;
Sarkissian et al. 2011). My current research critically and experimentally addresses
these recent challenges.

Ive addressed the motivation component in Shields (2016). The central question is
whether moral judgments carry with them some motivation to act according to those
judgments. Those that think they do are called internalists because they take mo-
tivation to be internal to the moral judgment itself (Hare 1969; Smith 1994). Those
that think moral judgments dont carry motivation with them are called externalists
because they take moral motivation to be entirely external to the judgment (Stocker
1979; Svavarsdóttir 1999). This traditional dispute among metaethicists has centered
on thought experiments devised to test the coherence of judging an action moral or
immoral without the slightest motivation to comply. In an attempt to move past an
intuition-impasse between internalists and externalists, some philosophers have tried
to probe non-philosophers intuitions about these thought experiments. While Nichols
(2002; 2004) and Strandberg and Björklund (2012) conclude from these probes that
most people have generally externalist intuitions concerning these thought experi-
ments, my research suggests that the coherence of these scenarios seems to depend on
whether the individual (called an amoralist) is described as understanding that X is
morally wrong versus believing that X is morally wrong. People are more comfortable
granting the amoralist moral knowledge, but not moral belief. I call this the Factivity
E↵ect. Shields (2016) tests three possible explanations of this e↵ect and defends its
significance to the traditional debate over motivation and moral judgment.

My current research concerns the pre-theoretical notion that moral truths are ob-
jective. While results initially suggested a widespread commitment to the objectivity
of morality (Wainryb 1993; Nichols and Folds-Bennett 2003; Goodwin and Darley
2008; 2010), these results have recently been challenged. Sarkissian et al. (2011)
maintain that previous research failed to control for a fatal confound: participants
assumed the individuals and moral transgressions described within the vignettes were
part of the participants own culture. Controlling for this confound reveals (they ar-
gue) a kind of folk moral relativism. I have reservations about this result, and Im
currently drafting studies aimed at testing whether folk moral relativism is an exper-
imental artifact.
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In addition to this experimental approach, my research also involves more tradi-
tional approaches to metaethical questions. For instance, I present a new conception
of a currently disputed problem within traditional metaethics in my paper, “Quasi-
realism and the Problem of the Schizoid Attitude” (APA presentation; working draft).
I am also currently working on an issue in the ethics of autism with a neurologist and
autism researcher, David Beversdorf. I recently presented our paper, “A Dilemma
for Neurodiversity,” at this years Society for Philosophy and Psychology conference
meeting; we are in the final stages of preparing the paper for publication. Our thesis
is that the use of autism as a legal excuse presents the neurodiversity movement with
a dilemma: de-pathologizing autism can sometimes undermine e↵orts to protect the
rights and interests of autistic individuals. Following up on this issue in the ethics
of autism, my future research will likely examine the intersection of neurodiversity,
value theory and philosophy of religion.

Björnsson, G., Eriksson, J., Strandberg, C., Olinder, R.F., and Björklund, F. (2015).
Motivational internalism and folk intuitions.Philosophical Psychology, 28, 715-734.

Goodwin, G. P. and Darley, J. M. (2008). The psychology of metaethics: exploring
objectivism. Cognition, 106, 1339-1366.

— (2008). The perceived objectivity of ethical beliefs: psychological findings and
implications for public policy. Review of Philosophy and Psychology, 1, 128.

Hare, R. M. (1969). The Language of Morals. Oxford, UK: OUP.
Mackie, J. L. (1977). Ethics: inventing right and wrong.. New York, NY: Penguin.
Nichols, S. (2002). How psychopaths threaten moral rationalism: is it irrational to

be amoral? The Monist, 85, 285-303.
—. (2004). Sentimental Rules: On the Natural Foundations of Moral Judgment..

New York, NY: Oxford University Press.
Nichols, S. and Folds-Bennett, T. (2003). Are children moral objectivists? childrens

judgments about moral and response-dependent properties. Cognition, 90, B23-
B32.

Sarkissian, H., Park, J., Tien, D., Wright, J. C., and Knobe, J. (2011). Folk moral
relativism Mind and Language, 26, 482505.

Shields, K. (2016) Moral internalism, amoralist skepticism, and the factivity e↵ect.
Philosophical Psychology, 29:8, 1095-1111.

Smith. M. (1994). The Moral Problem. Cambridge, MA: Blackwell.
Stocker, M. (1979). Desiring the bad: an essay in moral psychology. The Journal of

Philosophy, 76, 738-753.
Strandberg C. and Björklund, F. (2012). Is moral internalism supported by folk

intuitions? Philosophical Psychology, 26, 319-335.
Svavarsdóttir, S. (1999). Moral cognitivism and motivation. The Philosophical

Review, 108, 161-219.
Wainryb, C. (1993). The application of moral judgments to other cultures: relativism

and universality. Child Development, 64, 924-933.
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3.2 Evidence of Research E↵ectiveness

3.2.1 Peer Reviewed Publications

Shields, K. (2016) Moral Internalism, Amoralist Skepticism and the Factivity E↵ect.
Philosophical Psychology.

Abstract:
Philosophers are divided over moral internalismwhether moral judgment requires some
motivation to comply with ones judgment. Against moral internalism, externalists
defend the conceptual coherence of scenarios where an individual makes genuine moral
judgments but is entirely unmoved by them. This is amoralist skepticism; these sce-
narios can be called amoralist scenarios. While the coherence of amoralist scenarios
is disputed, philosophers seem to agree on this: the coherence of amoralist scenar-
ios is not a↵ected by whether the amoralist is described as having moral knowledge
or mere belief. But recent experimental research challenges this assumption. When
evaluating amoralist scenarios, peoples intuitions lean externalist when the amoralist
is described as knowing that X is morally wrong, whereas peoples intuitions lean
internalist when the amoralist is described as believing that X is morally wrong. Call
this the Factivity E↵ect. In this paper, I argue that the Factivity E↵ect is unlikely
to be explained as an experimental artifact; as a consequence, the traditional dispute
over moral internalism and amoralist skepticism may need a major overhaul. The
results of three studies testing the Factivity E↵ect arguably provide support for this
thesis. Implications of these results for the traditional debate over moral internalism
are discussed.

Commentary: Robbins, P. and Shields, K. (2014). Explaining ideology: Two fac-
tors are better than one. Behavioral and Brain Sciences. (Robbins, P. was primary
author)

Abstract:
Hibbing et al. contend that individual di↵erences in political ideology can be substan-
tially accounted for in terms of di↵erences in a single psychological factor, namely,
strength of negativity bias. We argue that, given the multi-dimensional structure
of ideology, a better explanation of ideological variation will take into account both
individual di↵erences in negativity bias and di↵erences in empathic concern.

3.2.2 Peer Reviewed Conference Presentations

Title: “A Dilemma for Neurodiversity”
Presented At: The 2017 Meeting of the Society for Philosophy and Psychol-

ogy (Baltimore, Maryland)
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Abstract:
One way to determine whether a condition should be conceived of as a disorder is to
first give necessary and su�cient conditions for something to be a disorder and then
see if it meets these conditions. But this approach has been criticized for begging
normative questions. Drawing on such considerations, a neurodiversity movement
concerning autism has arisen, championing the following two aims: (1) advocacy for
the rights and interests of neurologically atypical individuals, and (2) de-pathologizing
autism. In this paper, we argue that denying autisms disorder status would undermine
autisms exculpatory role in cases where autistic individuals are charged with a crime.
Our argument thus raises a dilemma for the neurodiversity movement: advocating for
the rights and interests of autistic individuals may sometimes require viewing autism
as a condition that can be inherently disabling.

Title: “Quasi-realism and the Problem of the Schizoid At-
titude”

Presented At: The 2015 Central Division Meeting of the APA (St. Louis,
Missouri)

Abstract:
Quasi-realism about morality is the combination of two positions: expressivism about
the nature of normative judgment and the preservation of ordinary normative realist-
sounding discourse. But this combination has seemed inherently unstable, because of
what Alexander Miller calls the problem of the schizoid attitude. Sharon Street has
recently argued that quasi-realism cannot evade this problem. In this paper, I argue
that Street’s argument fails to show this about Simon Blackburn’s quasi-realism.
However, I think the problem of the schizoid attitude may still remain a challenge for
even Blackburn’s position, when quasi-realism is paired with a deontological outlook.

Title: “Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philos-
ophy”

Presented At: The 2012 Bu↵alo Experimental Philosophy Conference
(SUNY, Bu↵alo, New York)
The 66th Annual Mountain Plains Philosophy Conference
(Buena Vista University, Storm Lake, Iowa)

Abstract:
When someone genuinely judges that an action is morally wrong, doesn’t it seem that
this person will have at least some motivation to act accordingly? If such motivation
is absent, don’t we feel pressure to deny this persons sincerity? Whether we are
conceptually committed to some form of motivational internalism is hotly disputed
among metaethicists. Shaun Nichols argues that motivation internalism does not
mesh with folk conceptual commitments, citing his experimental study as support.
In this paper, I argue that Nichols’ study fails to capture the relevant folk conceptual
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commitments. I present in this paper a new study which supports my criticism of
Nichols’ study, although the results of my study have important implications for
experimental philosophy more generally.

3.2.3 Peer Reviewed Conference Comments

Title: “Expressing the Ought of Most Reason”
Presenter: Luis Oliveira

Presented At: The 2017 Central Division Meeting of the APA (Kansas City,
Missouri)

3.2.4 Grants, Awards, and Fellowships

External sources of funding are becoming an increasingly important part of academic
life. To date, I have received over $5,300 in external, competitive grant and fellowship
funding.

Invited Lecture, Gulf Coast State College (2012-present) $836
I was invited to give a job talk at Gulf Coast State College.

Experimental Philosophy Studies, Joshua Knobe (2012-present) $658
Experimental philosophical research standardly involves surveys and questionnaires,
similar to other areas within the experimental social sciences. Part of my research
in this area has been funded by Joshua Knobe, an experimental philosopher at Yale
University.

GSA Travel Grant (2015) $11
“Quasi-realism and the Problem of the Schizoid Attitude”
The 2015 Central Division Meeting of the APA (St. Louis, Missouri)
The University of Missouri Graduate Student Association awards travel funding to
graduate and professional students presenting papers or comparable work at academic
and professional conferences.

Outstanding Philosophy Paper Travel Award (2015) $20
“Quasi-realism and the Problem of the Schizoid Attitude”
The 2015 Central Division Meeting of the APA (St. Louis, Missouri)
Each year, the philosophy department at the University of Missouri awards travels
funding to a limited number of students whose work shows special promise. The
award is granted by Graduate A↵airs Committee of the philosophy department.

Kline Fellowship (2012-2013) $1,000
The Kline Fellowships are presented each year to “especially promising” doctoral
students in their third or fourth year of study by the philosophy department at the
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University of Missouri. The fellowships are awarded based on academic merit by
department faculty. Each fellowship confers a $1,000 stipend for the academic year
in which the fellowship is awarded.

Kline Fellowship (2010-2011) $2,000
This award is given as a supplemental fellowship to highly-qualified applicants for the
first year.

GPC Travel Grant (2012) $400
“Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philosophy”
The 2012 Bu↵alo Experimental Philosophy Conference (SUNY, Bu↵alo, New York)
The University of Missouri Graduate Professional Council awards travel funding to
graduate and professional students presenting papers or comparable work at academic
and professional conferences. The awards are highly competitive; only an approxi-
mate 10% of applications are granted the full funding amount of $400. The awards
are granted by the GPC finance committee, comprised of graduate and professional
students.

ORG Travel Grant (2012) $312
“Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philosophy”
The 66th Annual Mountain Plains Philosophy Conference (Buena Vista University,
Storm Lake, Iowa)
The Organizational Resource Group within the University of Missouris Department
of Student Services awards travel funding to graduate students presenting papers at
academic conferences. This competitive award is granted by a committee of students
who base their funding decision on academic merit and overall funding needs.

Outstanding Philosophy Paper Travel Award (2013) $100
“Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philosophy”
The 2012 Bu↵alo Experimental Philosophy Conference (SUNY, Bu↵alo, New York)
Each year, the philosophy department at the University of Missouri awards travels
funding to a limited number of students whose work shows special promise. In 2013,
one award was given. The award is granted by Graduate A↵airs Committee of the
philosophy department.

Scott T. Davey Memorial Prize for Excellence
in M.A. Research (2012) $100
“Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philosophy”
Each year, the philosophy department nominates exceptional students receiving their
M.A. for the Scott T. Davey award. A cash prize is awarded to the winner.
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3.3 Research Development Activity

Preparing Future Faculty (2013-2014)
As a member of the University of Missouri PFF program, I participated regularly
in workshops and panel discussions aimed at creating a robust, successful research
program. Panels and workshops included teaching gifted students through Honors
programs, strategies for large lectures, mentoring students, and planning for tenure
review.

Dissertation Seminar (2012)
Ph.D. students in their third year at the University of Missouri enroll in a dissertation
seminar as preparation for the last three years of the program. In addition to teaching
strategies discussed in the teaching portion of this portfolio, the seminar addressed
formulating a research program with an eye toward publication, creating a regular
work pattern, and other strategies for creating and maintaining a successful research
program.
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4 Service

4.1 Service Statement

As I was finishing my Masters in Liberal Arts at Henderson State University, I noticed
that a crucial part of what kept the school running smoothly was the extra-academic
work and e↵ort taken on by the faculty. My mentor in philosophy held a variety of
positions within the university system, as well as serving as a member of seemingly
countless committees. While I witnessed how this could sometimes lead to a rather
rushed existence for my mentor, I also recognized the sense of empowerment that
comes from e↵ectively carrying out ones responsibilities as part of a larger, meaningful
endeavor. I fell in love with the liberal arts community during my time there, and
I am capable and willing to take on these crucial and meaningful responsibilities as
part of my role in furthering and sustaining the academic community.

My academic and professional service has consisted primarily in my role as the
Florence G. Kline Research Assistant. Even so, this assistantship involves a variety
of responsibilities. To begin, I served as the President and Treasurer of the Philos-
ophy Graduate Student Organization, during which time I regularly advocated for
philosophy graduate student funding through our campus Organizational Resource
Groups travel funding apparatus. As Kline RA, I frequently made arrangements for
visiting speakers, which included arranging and booking lodging and travel, as well
as making general preparations for the visit itself (e.g., distributing papers, making
handouts, arranging after-talk social events).

The most elaborate and work-intensive duty of the Kline RA is to arrange and
carry out a semi-annual conference known as the Kline Workshop. I have arranged
four of these conferences. Such arrangements include (but are not limited to) arrang-
ing and booking lodging and travel for speakers and occasionally directors, facilitating
honorarium payments for speakers, regular correspondence with the conference speak-
ers a year in advance, arranging restaurant reservations with specific details for large
parties, distributing papers, creating programs and handouts, and purchasing and
preparing drinks and snacks for the conference.

When the Kline Workshop was replaced by a meeting of the Central States Philos-
ophy Conference, I carried out the above duties for the guest speaker—-Alan Gibbard–
as well as created public flyers and emails advertising Gibbards keynote address. And
when one of the Kline Workshops was replaced by the Second Annual Oxford Work-
shop in Political Philosophy, I helped make the initial arrangements for that as well.

With the experience I’ve gained from preparing for the Kline Workshop and other
conferences, I can create and organize a conference of similar size and nature as part
of my academic role.

Finally, when our department began a hiring search a year ago, I aided that
search by sorting through likely interested applicants from across 40 departments
and organizing each by name, university, emails, and areas of specialty.
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What follows is an overview of my past and current professional and academic
service.

4.2 Summary of Service Activities

4.2.1 Professional Service

2014 Assistant organizer, Second Annual Workshop for the Oxford Studies
in Political Philosophy

2013-2014 Assistant organizer, semiannual Florence G. Kline Workshops, Uni-
versity of Missouri

2012 Assistant organizer, Central States Philosophical Association Con-
ference

2012-2014 Assistant organizer, Kline Visiting Speakers series, University of Mis-
souri

2011-2012 Graduate Peer Mentor, Department of Philosophy, University of
Missouri

4.2.2 Academic Service

2012-2014 Florence G. Kline Research Assistant, University of Missouri
2012-2014 President, Philosophy Graduate Student Organization, University of

Missouri
2012-2014 Treasurer, Philosophy Graduate Student Organization, University of

Missouri
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5 Appendices

Supporting documentation is attached to this portfolio. A brief description of the
included documentation follows below.

5.1 APA Seminar on Teaching and Learning in Philosophy

Attached is a certificate awarded for my completion of American Philosophical As-
sociation/American Association of Philosophy Teachers Seminar on Teaching and
Learning in Philosophy in July/August 2014.

5.2 Student Evaluations

A cover sheet presenting a snapshot of my average student evaluations is given, fol-
lowed by summaries of student evaluations for both independently taught and assisted
courses are provided. In the case of assisted courses, evaluations are presented as an
aggregate (except for Elementary Logic given the new evaluation questions). Com-
plete evaluation sets, including complete written evaluations, are available on my
website and by request.

5.3 Sample Syllabi

Syllabi for the following classes are included: Medical Ethics; Introduction to Ethics
(online); General Introduction to Philosophy; Logic and Reasoning; Elementary Logic.

5.4 Sample Discussion Prompts

Discussion prompts I designed for the following independently taught class are in-
cluded: Introduction to Ethics (online).

5.5 Positive Feedback Email from Student

Unsolicited praise from a student enrolled in my independently taught class—Introduction
to Ethics—is included. This email also provides a nice snapshot of my typical inter-
action with my students.

5.6 Research Honors/Awards

Announcement for the Scott T. Davey Memorial Prize for Excellence in M.A. Research
award is included.



 

To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Kenneth Shields has successfully completed the American Philosophical Association/American 
Association of Philosophy Teachers Seminar on Teaching and Learning in Philosophy in July/August 
2014. As such, he has received the highest level of teacher training available through the American 
Philosophical Association. He has studied best practices in philosophical pedagogy derived from the 
science of learning. 
 
The seminar helps participants develop their pedagogical knowledge and skills, focused on utilizing a 
learning-centered approach to teaching and learning. Participants study how to identify and select 
appropriate, challenging and transformative learning goals for their students. By understanding the 
principles of integrated course design, participants examine how to best guide students to the 
successful achievement of these goals. Further, participants develop assessment strategies that allow 
them to measure success to create deep learning, highlighting teaching and assessment practices that 
capitalize on student metacognition and self-reflection.  
 
The selection process for seminarians was quite competitive, which is to say that Mr. Shields was, 
even before the seminar began, viewed as having considerable merit as a teacher by a panel of 
philosophers who are teaching experts.  
 
By pursuing acceptance into the seminar Mr. Shields has demonstrated a high level of commitment 
to teaching. Through the seminar, he has increased his ability to utilize that commitment effectively 
and more fully develop as a pedagogue.   
 
If  you  would  like  more  information  please  don’t  hesitate  to  contact  me. 
 
Respectfully, 

 
Stephen Bloch-Schulman 
Lead Facilitator, APA/AAPT Seminar on Teaching and Learning in Philosophy 
Associate Professor, Philosophy 
Elon University 
Elon, NC 
sschulman@elon.edu 



Kenneth	Shields	

General	Summary	of	Student	
Evaluations	 	 		
	

Courses	Taught	Independently		
Phil	4500	Theories	of	Ethics	(Moral	

Psychology)		

Phil	1100:	Introduction	to	Ethics	Honors		

Phil	1200	Online:	Introduction	to	Logic	

and	Reasoning	

Phil	2440:	Medical	Ethics		

Phil	1100:	Introduction	to	Ethics	

Phil	1000:	Introduction	to	Philosophy	

Phil	1100	Online:	Introduction	to	Ethics	

	
	
Sample	Written	Evaluations:	
	

--	Teacher	was	very	enthusiastic.	Use	of	
discussion	posts	was	a	brilliant,	interesting	
and	extremely	useful	tool.	Always	available	
for	office	hours.	Use	of	inclass	discussion,	
both	in	small	and	large	groups,	served	the	
purpose	of	this	course	perfectly.	All	
philosophy,	humanities,	reading,	etc.	
classes	should	be	like	this	Excellent	
implementation	of	discussion	tools,	best	
part.		
	

--	Honestly	I	thought	[the	course]	would	be	
dumb,	boring,	and	useless.	It’s	a	summer	
course	online.	I	ended	up	liking	it	more	
than	my	in	person	classes	where	people	
just	drone	on	and	pull	the	arbitrary	stunts	
that	have	been	given	by	millions.		
	

--	For	the	first	two	weeks	of	this	course,	I	
hated	philosophy.	I	did	not	understand	it	&	
felt	doomed.	Then	I	started	completing	the	
readings	&	asking	more	questions	&	this	
class	is	now	one	that	I	look	forward	to.	I	
talk	about	these	philosophical	issues	w/	
friends	&	family	&	am	proud	of	the	work	
I’ve	accomplished	in	this	course	with	the	
guidance	of	professor	Shields.		
	

	

	

	

	
Courses	Assisted	
Phil	2700:	Elementary	Logic		

Phil	1000:	Introduction	to	Philosophy	

Phil	1100:	Introduction	to	Ethics	
Phil	1200:	Introduction	to	Logic	and	

Reasoning	

	

	

	

	

	
	
	
	
--	Kenny	did	a	phenomenal	job.	His	
responses	were	all	so	kind	and	helpful.	I	
really	struggled	with	this	course	and	he	
was	there	to	help	me	with	every	step.	The	
online	videos	didn't	make	since	to	me	
sometimes,	but	Kenny	explained	it	
wonderfully.	The	Skype	office	hours	worked	
really	well	for	me!	I	would	be	more	than	
happy	to	write	him	a	letter	of	
recommendation	from	a	students	
perspective!	
	
Sample	Metrics:			 (5	=	Strongly	Agree)	

	

Instructor	was	knowledgeable		

and	enthusiastic	about		

the	topic.							 	 	 Avg.	=	4.7		

	

Instructor	taught		

effectively.						 	 	 	Avg.	=	4.2		

	

Instructor	clearly	explained	

important	information/	

ideas/concepts.						 	 Avg.	=	4.2		

	

Instructor	stimulated	thinking		

and	learning.			 	 Avg.	=	4.5	



Kenneth	Shields	–	Instructor	of	Record	–	TEQ	Report	–	Summary		
	
	
Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	1100H	 Introduction	to	Ethics	Honors	 	 	 Spring	2017	
	
	
TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESS	 	 	 1	(poor)	–	5	(excellent)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.8	
	 	
TEACHING	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	instructor	fostered	questions	and/or	class	participation.	 	 	 4.9	

Use	of	examples	and	illustrations	 	 	 	 	 	 4.8	 	
	 Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.9	
	 	
LEARNING	ENVIRONMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 This	instructor	promoted	an	atmosphere	of	mutual	respect	regarding	diversity		

in	student	demographics	and	viewpoints,	such	as	race,	gender,	or	politics.	 4.8	
Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.9	
The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.8	

	 The	instructor	responded	appropriately	to	questions	and	comments	 	 4.6	
	
COURSE	CONTENT	AND	STRUCTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	syllabus	clearly	explained	the	course	objectives,	requirements,	 	 	 	
	 and	grading	system.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.7	
	 Resources	were	easy	to	access.	 		 	 	 	 	 4.8	
	
ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Assignments/projects/exams	were	graded	fairly	based	on	clearly		

communicated	criteria		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.7	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	
*	For	the	first	two	weeks	of	this	course,	I	hated	philosophy.	I	did	not	understand	it	&	felt	doomed.	
Then	I	started	completing	the	readings	&	asking	more	questions	&	this	class	is	now	one	that	I	look	
forward	to.	I	talk	about	these	philosophical	issues	w/	friends	&	family	&	am	proud	of	the	work	I’ve	
accomplished	in	this	course	with	the	guidance	of	professor	Shields.	
	
*	Kenneth	did	an	amazing	job	of	explaining	difficult	topics,	facilitating	discussion,	and	remaining	
impartial	on	controversial	issues.	This	class	helped	improve	my	critical	thinking	and	argumentation	
dramatically.	I	really	enjoyed	this	class	and	how	it	made	me	question	ideas	I	took	for	granted	and	
develop	my	own	opinions	on	difficult	subjects.		
	
*	I	didn’t	particularly	enjoy	the	content	until	Applied	Ethics,	but	Kenny	did	a	good	job	at	making	the	
class	engaging	even	when	I	wasn’t	very	interested.	Kenny	was	an	amazing	teacher.	His	high	energy	
and	passion	for	the	subject	matter	made	it	easy	to	engage	and	learn.	The	coursework	was	very	
challenging,	but	in	a	way	that	helped	me	improve	my	thinking	and	philosophical	reasoning.			
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Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	4500	 Theories	of	Ethics	(Moral	Psychology)		 Spring	2017	

	
	
TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESS	 	 	 1	(poor)	–	5	(excellent)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.6	
	 	
TEACHING	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	instructor	fostered	questions	and/or	class	participation.	 	 	 4.6	

Use	of	examples	and	illustrations	 	 	 	 	 	 4.6	 	
	 Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.7	
	 	
LEARNING	ENVIRONMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 This	instructor	promoted	an	atmosphere	of	mutual	respect	regarding	diversity		

in	student	demographics	and	viewpoints,	such	as	race,	gender,	or	politics.	 4.5	
Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.6	
The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.5	

	 The	instructor	helped	students	be	independent	learners	 	 	 4.5	
	
COURSE	CONTENT	AND	STRUCTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Course	content	was	relevant	and	useful.	 	 	 	 	 4.5	
	 Resources	were	easy	to	access.	 		 	 	 	 	 4.5	
	
ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Assignments/projects/exams	were	graded	fairly	based	on	clearly		

communicated	criteria		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.6	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	
*	Open	discussion	to	me	is	very	crucial	in	a	philosophy	course.	Kenny	did	an	excellent	job	of	
allowing	us	to	voice	our	opinions	on	the	various	topics	learned	this	semester.	
	
*	Kenny	is	one	of,	if	not	the	most,	caring	and	invested	Professor[s]	that	I	have	had	in	the	course	of	
my	college	experience.		He	has	made	our	Moral	Psych	course	challenging,	interesting	and	
informative.		
	
*	He	is	a	great	discussion	leader,	passionate	about	subject	matter,	created	friendly	atmosphere	that	
encouraged	people	to	contribute	more	and	ask	questions,	very	responsive/available	to	students	
outside	of	class.		



Kenneth	Shields	–	Instructor	of	Record	–	TEQ	Report	–	Summary		
	
	
Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	1000	 General	Introduction	to	Philosophy	 	 Fall	2016	

	
	
TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESS	 	 	 1	(poor)	–	5	(excellent)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.2	
	 	
TEACHING	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	instructor	fostered	questions	and/or	class	participation.	 	 	 4.3	

Use	of	examples	and	illustrations	 	 	 	 	 	 4.3	 	
	 Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.6	
	 	
LEARNING	ENVIRONMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 This	instructor	promoted	an	atmosphere	of	mutual	respect	regarding	diversity		

in	student	demographics	and	viewpoints,	such	as	race,	gender,	or	politics.	 4.6	
Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.4	
The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.2	

	 The	instructor	responded	appropriately	to	questions	and	comments	 	 4.4	
	
COURSE	CONTENT	AND	STRUCTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	syllabus	clearly	explained	the	course	objectives,	requirements,	 	 	 	
	 and	grading	system.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.5	
	 Resources	were	easy	to	access.	 		 	 	 	 	 4.5	
	
ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Assignments/projects/exams	were	graded	fairly	based	on	clearly		

communicated	criteria		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.4	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	
*	The	instructor	was	extremely	passionate	and	knowledgeable	about	the	course.	He	used	many	
different	styles	of	visual	aids/assignments/teaching	methods	to	maintain	my	interest	in	the	class.		
	
*	Kenny	is	very	enthusiastic	and	passionate	about	philosophy.	He	also	makes	a	huge	effort	to	
motivate	students	to	question	and	think	more	deeply.		
	
*	He	related	the	material	to	us	in	a	way	that	we	could	easily	understand.	Was	very	passionate	about	
teaching	and	strived	to	make	us	do	the	best	we	could.		



Kenneth	Shields	–	Instructor	of	Record	–	TEQ	Report	–	Summary		
[[[only	7	respondents	out	of	a	class	of	30	/	online	course]]]		
	
Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	1200	 Introduction	to	Logic	and	Reasoning	(Online)	 Fall	2016	
	
	
TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESS	 	 	 1	(poor)	–	5	(excellent)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.1	
	 	
TEACHING	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	instructor	fostered	questions	and/or	class	participation.	 	 	 4.4	

Use	of	examples	and	illustrations	 	 	 	 	 	 4.4	 	
	 Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.7	
	 	
LEARNING	ENVIRONMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.1	

The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.3	
	 The	instructor	responded	appropriately	to	questions	and	comments	 	 4.4	
	
COURSE	CONTENT	AND	STRUCTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	syllabus	clearly	explained	the	course	objectives,	requirements,	 	 	 	
	 and	grading	system.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.7	
	 This	course	challenged	me.	 		 	 	 	 	 	 4.7	
	
ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Assignments/projects/exams	were	graded	fairly	based	on	clearly		

communicated	criteria		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.1	
	 I	was	well-informed	about	my	performance	during	this	course.	 	 4.6	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	
	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	
*	Kenny	did	a	phenomenal	job.	His	responses	were	all	so	kind	and	helpful.	I	really	struggled	with	
this	course	and	he	was	there	to	help	me	with	every	step.	The	online	videos	didn't	make	since	to	me	
sometimes,	but	Kenny	explained	it	wonderfully.	The	Skype	office	hours	worked	really	well	for	me!	I	
would	be	more	than	happy	to	write	him	a	letter	of	recommendation	from	a	students	perspective!	
	
*	Kenny	was	extremely	hands	on	for	an	instructor	of	an	online	class.	He	reached	out	to	us	weekly	
and	let	us	know	about	our	performance	and	made	himself	very	available	to	help	us	at	anytime.	He	
responded	to	all	emails	almost	immediately.	He	went	above	and	beyond	to	help	us	succeed	but	still	
made	the	course	challenging.	
	



Kenneth	Shields	–	Instructor	of	Record	–	TEQ	Report	–	Summary		
	
	
Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	2700	 Medical	Ethics	 	 	 	 	 Spring	2016	

	
	
GENERAL	FEEDBACK		 1	(strongly	disagree)	–	5	(strongly	agree)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.4	

	 	

INSTRUCTOR	INVOLVEMENT			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.8	

Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.6	

	 	

STUDENT	INTEREST	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 This	instructor	promoted	an	atmosphere	of	mutual	respect	regarding	diversity		

in	student	demographics	and	viewpoints,	such	as	race,	gender,	or	politics.	 4.7	

The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.6	

	

COURSE	DEMANDS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	syllabus	clearly	explained	the	course	objectives,	requirements,	

and	grading	system.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.5	

This	course	challenged	me.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.5	

	

COURSE	ORGANIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 This	instructor	was	consistently	well-prepared.		 	 	 	 4.7	

Resources	were	easy	to	access.		 	 	 	 	 	 4.7	

This	instructor	was	audible	and	clear.			 	 	 	 	 4.8	

	

COURSE	RELEVANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 Course content was relevant and useful.       4.5 
This instructor effectively used examples/illustrations to promote learning  4.6	

	

	

	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	

*	The	professor	would	listen	to	the	students’	opinions	openly.	He	made	a	boring	class	exciting	and	

was	super	informed	and	enthused	over	medical	ethics.	He	also	brought	in	cool	guest	speakers	for	

us.	

	

*	very	fair	grader	/	super	understanding.	Student	advocate	à	always	available	to	help	and	does	

anything	to	help	you	succeed.	Very	enthusiastic,	great	teacher	overall.	

	

*	He	was	good	at	fostering	discussions	and	letting	us	grow	as	a	group.		



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&&
!
Number& Class& & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1100(3! Introduction!to!Ethics! ! ! Spring!2015!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& 1&(strongly&disagree)&–&5(strongly&agree)&& & Score&
! This!instructor!taught!effectively!considering!both!the!possibilities!and!!

limitations!of!the!subject!matter!and!the!course.! ! ! ! 4.5!
!

! This!instructor!clearly!explained!important!information/ideas/concepts.! 4.6! !
! This!instructor!fostered!questions!and/or!class!participation.!! ! 4.7!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!knowledgeable!and!enthusiastic!about!the!topic.! ! 4.9!
! This!instructor!was!approachable!and!available!for!extra!help.! ! 4.5!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!stimulated!thinking!and!learning.! ! ! ! 4.7! !
! This!instructor!promoted!an!atmosphere!of!mutual!respect!regarding! ! !
! diversity!in!student!demographics!and!viewpoints,!such!as!race,!!

gender,!or!politics.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.5!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!syllabus!clearly!explained!the!course!objectives,!requirements,!!

and!grading!system.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! This!course!challenged!me.! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!consistently!well(prepared.! ! ! ! 4.4!
! Resources!were!easy!to!access.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.7!
! This!instructor!was!audible!and!clear.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & &
! Course!content!was!relevant!and!useful.! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
! This!instructor!effectively!used!examples/illustrations!to!promote!learning! 4.6!
! !
!

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!Kenny!was!just!overall!a!great!professor!He!was!very!knowledgeable!&!passionate!about!the!
subject!matter!&!produced!lots!of!discussion!for!an!8am!class!full!of!tired!students.!He!was!very!fair!
with!grades!&!work!&!I!would!definitely!recommend!him!to!any!student.!!
!
*!Teacher!was!very!enthusiastic.!Use!of!discussion!posts!was!a!brilliant,!interesting!and!extremely!
useful!tool.!Always!available!for!office!hours.!Use!of!inclass!discussion,!both!in!small!and!large!
groups,!served!the!purpose!of!this!course!perfectly.!All!philosophy,!humanitites,!reading,!etc.!classes!
should!be!like!this.!Excellent!implementation!of!discussion!tools,!best!part.!!
!
*!The!discussion!groups!and!peer!review!of!the!topics!we!were!discussing!were!really!good.!The!one!
on!one!coaching!during!office!hours!was!excellent.!



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&&
!
Number& Class& & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1100(4! Introduction!to!Ethics! ! ! Spring!2015!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& 1&(strongly&disagree)&–&5(strongly&agree)&& & Score&
! This!instructor!taught!effectively!considering!both!the!possibilities!and!!

limitations!of!the!subject!matter!and!the!course.! ! ! ! 4.3!
!

! This!instructor!clearly!explained!important!information/ideas/concepts.! 4.4! !
! This!instructor!fostered!questions!and/or!class!participation.!! ! 4.7!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!knowledgeable!and!enthusiastic!about!the!topic.! ! 4.9!
! This!instructor!was!approachable!and!available!for!extra!help.! ! 4.4!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!stimulated!thinking!and!learning.! ! ! ! 4.4! !
! This!instructor!promoted!an!atmosphere!of!mutual!respect!regarding! ! !
! diversity!in!student!demographics!and!viewpoints,!such!as!race,!!

gender,!or!politics.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!syllabus!clearly!explained!the!course!objectives,!requirements,!!

and!grading!system.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! This!course!challenged!me.! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.3!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!consistently!well(prepared.! ! ! ! 4.7!
! Resources!were!easy!to!access.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
! This!instructor!was!audible!and!clear.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.7!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & &
! Course!content!was!relevant!and!useful.! ! ! ! ! 4.3!
! This!instructor!effectively!used!examples/illustrations!to!promote!learning! 4.7&
&
&

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!Safe!speaking!space.!
!
*!Gave!good!examples!for!arguments!on!different!ethical!topics.!Made!sure!we!understood!what!was!
going!on.!
!
*!Instructor!was!very!knowledgeable!and!was!very!organized.!Got!me!interested!in!philosophy.!
Great!teacher.!
&
&
&



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&&
!
Number& Class& & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1000(9! General!Introduction!to!Philosophy! Fall!2014!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& 1&(strongly&disagree)&–&5(strongly&agree)&& & Score&
! This!instructor!taught!effectively!considering!both!the!possibilities!and!!

limitations!of!the!subject!matter!and!the!course.! ! ! ! 4.1!
!

! This!instructor!clearly!explained!important!information/ideas/concepts.! 3.9! !
! This!instructor!fostered!questions!and/or!class!participation.!! ! 4.4!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!knowledgeable!and!enthusiastic!about!the!topic.! ! 4.7!
! This!instructor!was!approachable!and!available!for!extra!help.! ! 4.5!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!stimulated!thinking!and!learning.! ! ! ! 4.2! !
! This!instructor!promoted!an!atmosphere!of!mutual!respect!regarding! ! !
! diversity!in!student!demographics!and!viewpoints,!such!as!race,!!

gender,!or!politics.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.5!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!syllabus!clearly!explained!the!course!objectives,!requirements,!!

and!grading!system.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! This!course!challenged!me.! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.2!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!consistently!well(prepared.! ! ! ! 4.2!
! Resources!were!easy!to!access.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! This!instructor!was!audible!and!clear.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & &
! Course!content!was!relevant!and!useful.! ! ! ! ! 4.1!
! This!instructor!effectively!used!examples/illustrations!to!promote!learning! 4.3&
&
&

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!The!class!was!a!complete!group!discussion!with!some!group!work.!He!let!us!do!most!of!the!
arguing!and!helped!push!the!argument!along!when!needed.!
!
*!Kenneth!knows!his!subject!extremely!well,!is!super!enthusiastic,!helpful!and!knowledgeable.!
!
*!The!powerpoints!were!informational!and!helpful!for!the!midterm!and!final.!Also!he!had!us!engage!
in!a!group!discussion!and!in!class!assignments!to!further!our!learning.!!
&
&
&



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&&
!
Number& Class& & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1000(8! General!Introduction!to!Philosophy! Fall!2014!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& 1&(strongly&disagree)&–&5(strongly&agree)&& & Score&
! This!instructor!clearly!explained!important!information/ideas/concepts.! 3.9! !
! This!instructor!fostered!questions!and/or!class!participation.!! ! 4.3!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!knowledgeable!and!enthusiastic!about!the!topic.! ! 4.6!
! This!instructor!effectively!used!teaching!methods!appropriate!to!this!class! 4.1!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!stimulated!thinking!and!learning.! ! ! ! 4.4! !
! This!instructor!promoted!an!atmosphere!of!mutual!respect!regarding! ! !
! diversity!in!student!demographics!and!viewpoints,!such!as!race,!!

gender,!or!politics.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.5!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!syllabus!clearly!explained!the!course!objectives,!requirements,!!

and!grading!system.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.2!
! This!course!challenged!me.! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.1!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & &
! This!instructor!was!consistently!well(prepared.! ! ! ! 4.2!
! Resources!were!easy!to!access.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.5!
! This!instructor!was!audible!and!clear.! ! ! ! ! ! 4.5!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & &
! Course!content!was!relevant!and!useful.! ! ! ! ! 4.1!
! This!instructor!effectively!used!examples/illustrations!to!promote!learning! 4.4&
&
&

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&

*!I!thought!this!was!a!really!good!class.!You!can!definitely!tell!that!the!instructor!was!very!
enthusiastic!about!the!subject!and!I!liked!that.!He!was!very!good!about!fair!grading;!he!focused!
more!on!the!students’!learning/understanding!of!the!material!rather!than!just!grades!and!I!think!
that!is!a!good!way!to!approach!a!subject!like!philosophy,!or!teaching!in!general.!
!
*!Kenny!loves!what!he!teaches!and!it!really!shows.!
&
&
&
&
&
&



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&!
!
Number& Class& & & & & Semester!
PHIL!1100! Introduction!to!Ethics! Online! ! Su13!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& & 1&(poor)&–&4&(excellent)& & & Score& & !
! All!things!considered,!the!instructor!taught!effectively! ! ! 3.2!
! Course!Content!was!presented!clearly!! ! ! ! ! 3.4!
! The!instructor!was!interested!in!student!learning! ! ! ! 3.7!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& 1&(poor)&–&5&(excellent)& & & & & !
! Instructor’s!enthusiasm! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! Availability!of!extra!help!when!needed! ! ! ! ! 4.8!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & !
! Student!confidence!in!instructor’s!knowledge! ! ! ! ! 4.7!
! Instructor’s!enhancement!of!student!interest! ! ! ! ! 3.9!
! Ability!to!present!alternative!explanations! ! ! ! ! 3.8!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & !
! Clarity!of!course!objectives! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.1!
! Reasonableness!of!assigned!work! ! ! ! ! ! 3.9!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & !
! The!content!of!the!course! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.9!
! Instructor’s!organization!of!the!course!! ! ! ! ! 4.4!
! Use!of!class!time! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.3!
! Instructor’s!language!proficiency! ! ! ! ! ! 4.3!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & !
! The!course!as!a!whole! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.4!
! Relevance!and!usefulness!of!course!content! ! ! ! ! 3.7!
!

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!Honestly!I!thought![the!course]!would!be!dumb,!boring,!and!useless.!It’s!a!summer!course!online.!I!
ended!up!liking!it!more!than!my!in!person!classes!where!people!just!drone!on!and!pull!the!arbitrary!
stunts!that!have!been!given!by!millions.!
!
*!{same!student!as!above}:!!Generally![Kenny]!knew!all!of!the!topics!he!was!discussing!quite!well.!
Even!if!there!was!a!particular!question!or!matter!of!opinion!to!consider!in!some!situation,!all!of!his!
positions!were!justified!in!a!philosophical!way.!At!no!point!did!it!seem!ridiculous!to!draw!a!
conclusion!he!presented.!Also,!just!a!really!good!teaching!style.!There!is!always!a!potential!for!
someone!to!feel!robbed!by!some!arbitrary!factor(who!knows!what.!This!was!never!the!case!
privately!or!publicly!on!the!discussion!boards.!
!
*!Kenny!was!great!at!setting!up!his!weekly!units!on!all!the!readings!and!I!really!loved!his!emails!he!
sent!regularly!after!discussion!posts!were!due!so!we!all!knew!where!we!went!wrong!or!had!
misinterpreted!the!readings!for!that!week.!I!also!liked!that!he!was!regularly!available!if!we!needed!
help!with!pretty!much!anything.!
!



Kenneth&Shields&–&Instructor&of&Record&–&TEQ&Report&–&Summary&&
&
Number& Class& & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1100! Introduction!to!Ethics! Online! ! Su12!
!
!
!
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& & 1&(poor)&–&4&(excellent)& & & Score& &
! All!things!considered,!the!instructor!taught!effectively! ! ! 3.0!
! Course!Content!was!presented!clearly!! ! ! ! ! 3.1!
! The!instructor!was!interested!in!student!learning! ! ! ! 3.3!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& 1&(poor)&–&5&(excellent)& & & & &
! Instructor’s!explanations! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.7!
! Use!of!examples!and!illustrations! ! ! ! ! ! 4.1!
! Instructor’s!enthusiasm! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.7!
! Ability!to!present!alternative!explanations! ! ! ! ! 4.0!
!
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & &
! Interest!level!of!class!sessions! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.8!
! Student!confidence!in!instructor’s!knowledge! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & &
! Clarity!of!student!responsibilities!and!requirements! ! ! ! 3.7!
! Reasonableness!of!assigned!work! ! ! ! ! ! 3.7!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & &
! The!content!of!the!course! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.6!
! Instructor’s!organization!of!the!course!! ! ! ! ! 4.6!
! Clarity!of!course!objectives! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.9!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!course!as!a!whole! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3.4!
!
!
!

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!I!was!not!sure!if!I!would!like!an!online!course!because!this!was!my!first!one.!But!the!way!that!the!
class!was!broken!up!into!weekly!units!gave!me!due!dates!and!made!it!easy!to!complete!work!and!
stay!caught!up.!
!
*!{same!student!as!above}:!I!have!learned!new!backgrounds!to!philosophy!and!actual!theories!that!
back!the!common!beliefs!society!has.!
!
*![Kenny]!excelled![at]!guiding!discussions.!
!
!
!
!
!
!



Kenneth&Shields&–&Evaluations&for&Classes&Assisted&–&Averages&&
&
Number& Class& & & & & & Semester&
PHIL!1200! Introduction!to!Logic!&!Reasoning! ! F10!
PHIL!1100! Introduction!to!Ethics! ! ! ! S11,!F11!
PHIL!1000! Gen!Introduction!to!Philosophy! ! S12!
&
&
GENERAL&FEEDBACK&& & 1&(poor)&–&4&(excellent)&& & & Score& & &
! All!things!considered,!the!instructor!taught!effectively! ! ! 3.39!
! Course!Content!was!presented!clearly!! ! ! ! ! 3.37!
! The!instructor!was!interested!in!student!learning! ! ! ! 3.53!
!
INSTRUCTOR&INVOLVEMENT& 1&(poor)&–&5&(excellent)& & & & & &
! Instructor’s!explanations! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.06!
! Use!of!examples!and!illustrations! ! ! ! ! ! 4.06! !
! Instructor’s!enthusiasm! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4.21!
! Availability!of!extra!help!when!needed! ! ! ! ! 4.35!
! !
STUDENT&INTEREST& & & & & & & & & & & &
! Interest!level!of!discussion!section! ! ! ! ! ! 3.61!
! Student!confidence!in!instructor’s!knowledge!!! ! ! ! 4.48!
!
COURSE&DEMANDS& & & & & & & & & & & &
! Clarity!of!student!responsibilities!and!requirements!! ! ! ! 3.92!
! Reasonableness!of!assigned!work!! ! ! ! ! ! 3.76!
!
COURSE&ORGANIZATION&& & & & & & & & & & &
! The!content!of!the!discussion!section!! ! ! ! ! ! 3.48!
! Use!of!discussion!section!time!!! ! ! ! ! ! 3.80!
! Instructor’s!language!proficiency!! ! ! ! ! ! 4.77!
!
COURSE&RELEVANCE& & & & & & & & & & & &
! The!discussion!section!as!a!whole!! ! ! ! ! ! 3.41!
! Relevance!and!usefulness!of!discussion!content!! ! ! ! 3.46!
!
!
!

Selected&Written&Evaluations&
&
*!Kenny!was!very!detailed!with!how!he!explained!the!readings!&!was!always!available!if!a!student!
needed!help.!Someone!could!also!tell!that!Kenny’s!passionate!about!what!he’s!talking!about!and!
truly!enjoyed!his!work.!
!
*![Kenny!was]!very!enthusiastic!and!interesting!to!listen!to,!was!able!to!think!of!examples!on!a!
whim!which!were!helpful!to!explain!any!confusion,![had]!funny!jokes!and!kept!us!involved,![and]!
encouraged!our!participation.!



Kenneth	Shields	–	Evaluations	for	Classes	Assisted	–	Averages	
(New	Evaluation	Questions)	
	
Number	 Class	 	 	 	 	 	 Semester	
PHIL	2700	 Elementary	Logic	 	 	 	 F15	

	
	
TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESS	 	 	 1	(poor)	–	5	(excellent)		 	 Score	 	 	
	 All	things	considered,	the	instructor	taught	effectively	 	 	 4.75	

	 	

TEACHING	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 The	instructor	clearly	explained	important	information/ideas/concepts		 4.57	

Use	of	examples	and	illustrations	 	 	 	 	 	 4.74	 	

	 Instructor’s	knowledge	and	enthusiasm	 	 	 	 	 4.87	

	 	

LEARNING	ENVIRONMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Approachability	and	availability	for	extra	help		 	 	 	 4.77	

The	instructor	stimulated	student	thinking	and	learning	 	 	 4.59	

	 The	instructor	responded	appropriately	to	questions	and	comments	 	 4.69	

	

COURSE	CONTENT	AND	STRUCTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Course	content	was	relevant	and	useful		 	 	 	 	 4.67	

	 Resources	were	easy	to	access		 		 	 	 	 	 4.65	

	

ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 Assignments/projects/exams	were	graded	fairly	based	on	clearly		

communicated	criteria		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.65	

	 This	instructor	provided	feedback	that	helped	me	improve	my	skills		

in	this	subject	area.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4.58	

	

	

	

Selected	Written	Evaluations	
	

*	He	[Kenny]	is	very	helpful	&	he	never	makes	people	feel	bad	about	wrong	answers.	You	can	tell	he	

wants	us	to	do	well	&	he	wants	to	help	us	understand.	Class	time	flies	by	with	him	[;]	I	wish	we	had	

more	time	but	he’s	a	good	teacher	overall.	

	

*	Kenny	was	always	eager	to	help	us	if	we	had	any	problems	and	was	very	enthusiastic	about	the	

subject.	Best	TA	I	have	had	so	far.	Did	anything	he	could	to	help	us	succeed	if	we	let	him.	

	

*	Kenny	was	enthusiastic	and	makes	coming	to	a	hard	class	more	enjoyable.	He	is	always	available	

for	office	hours.		



Phil	2440:	Medical	Ethics	
Tuesdays/Thursdays	11-12:15pm	–	Strickland	Hall	#310	

	
Instructor:	Kenneth	Shields	
Email:	kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu	
Office	Hours:	Tuesdays	2-3pm;	Wednesdays	9-10am	
Location:	Strickland	Hall,	#436	
	
Text:	All	readings	will	be	available	through	Blackboard.	
	
Other	required	materials:	access	to	(1)	Blackboard,	(2)	a	word	processor,	(3)	a	PDF	reader.	
	
Course	Description	
Medical	 ethics	 is	 the	 intersection	of	 ethical	 theory	 and	 the	 specific	 context	 of	medicine	 and	
healthcare.	 In	 this	 course,	we	will	be	 surveying	 some	of	 the	 contemporary	problems	within	
medical	 ethics,	 particularly	 that	 of	 patient/professional	 relationships,	 end	 of	 life	 issues,	
beginning	 of	 life	 issues,	 and	 disability.	 However,	 I	 want	 to	 emphasize	 that	 this	 course	 is	
primarily	designed	to	help	you	develop	a	certain	skill.	This	skill	 is	sometimes	referred	to	as	
one’s	 capacity	 for	 critical	 thinking,	 or	 as	 one’s	 reflective	 capacity.	 You	 already	 have	 this	
capacity	to	some	degree	–	this	course	is	intended	to	help	you	develop	it.	And	just	as	you	can	
develop	your	physical	strength	through	proper	diet	and	exercise,	you	can	also	develop	your	
critical	thinking	capacity	through	proper	reading,	writing,	discussion	and	argumentation.	
	
Course	Goals	
After	completing	the	entire	course,	you	should	be	able	to:	

	
• Grasp	 and	 explain	 some	 of	 the	 predominant	 philosophical	 positions	 within	

contemporary	value	theory	and	normative	ethics.			
	

• Grasp	 and	 explain	 some	 of	 the	 predominant	 philosophical	 issues	 and	 problems	 in	
medical	ethics.		

	
• Distinguish	 among	 a	 variety	 of	 different	 kinds	 of	 claims	 (e.g.,	 metaethical	 versus	

ethical;	descriptive	versus	prescriptive;	epistemological	versus	metaphysical),	as	well	
as	 determine	what	 kinds	 of	 evidence	 such	 claims	would	 require	 if	 to	 be	 reasonably	
believed.	

	
• Construct	formal	arguments	from	informal	written	passages	and	essays.	

	
• Grasp	 various	 approaches	 to	 handling	 issues	 concerning	 patient/professional	

relationships,	the	end	of	life,	the	beginning	of	life,	and	disability.	
	
What	you	should	expect	from	this	course	
For	many	of	you,	 this	may	be	your	 first	experience	with	doing	philosophy.	So	 it’s	extremely	
important	 that	 you	appreciate	 just	how	difficult	 being	 introduced	 to	 something	 for	 the	 first	
time	 can	 be!	 For	 example,	 an	 introductory	 course	 on	 playing	 the	 piano	 would	 be	 quite	



challenging	if	you	had	no	previous	experience	playing	piano.	Given	that	this	will	likely	be	your	
first	experience	with	doing	philosophy,	you	should	expect	an	analogous	challenge.	But	just	like	
learning	to	play	piano,	your	persistence	and	diligent	practice	in	this	course	will	be	rewarded	
with	the	development	of	your	abilities.	
	
What	I	(and	your	peers)	expect	from	you	
Aristotle	 once	 said,	 “It	 is	 the	 mark	 of	 an	 educated	mind	 to	 be	 able	 to	 entertain	 a	 thought	
without	 accepting	 it.”	 It	 is	 expected	 that	 you	 will	 keep	 this	 quote	 in	 mind,	 for	 we	 will	 be	
entertaining	 thoughts	 that	 you	 might	 find	 offensive	 or	 morally	 abhorrent.	 There	 will	 be	
occasions	where	you	disagree	with	something	I	or	one	of	your	peers	has	said,	and	when	that	
time	 comes,	 we	 expect	 you	 to	 be	 respectful	 and	 temperate	 when	 raising	 your	 objections.		
Critical,	 reflective	 discussion	 is	 practically	 impossible	 when	 tempers	 are	 high	 –	 try	 to	
remember	that	we	are	only	evaluating	thoughts	and	ideas,	not	people	and	their	characters.		
	
What	you	should	expect	from	me	
As	 the	 instructor	 for	 this	 course,	 you	 should	 expect	me	 to	 explain	 the	material	 using	 clear	
examples	and	relevant	discussion,	to	be	available	during	office	hours	to	assist	and	address	any	
questions	you	may	have,	to	grade	assignments	in	a	timely	manner,	and	to	respond	to	emails	
within	a	reasonable	 time.	 I	plan	on	offering	a	questionnaire	evaluating	how	I’m	doing	as	an	
instructor	around	mid-semester,	but	any	concerns	you	have	can	be	discussed	with	me	during	
office	hours.	
	
Course	Outline	
(Tentative:	 	 Material	 may	 be	 added	 or	 deleted	 as	 time/interest	 allows	 or	 requires.	 	 The	
reading	assignments	will	be	given	in	class	and/or	on	blackboard.)	
	
Week	 	 Topic	

1.	 Introduction	and	Moral	Reasoning	
	 Willingham,	“Why	Don’t	Students	Like	School?”	(Suggested)	

Blackburn,	“What	is	Philosophy?”	
	 Shafer-Landau,	“Introduction	to	Ethics	and	Moral	Reasoning”	
	
2.	 Logic	/	Value	Theory		
	 Feinberg,	“A	Logic	Lesson”	
	 Shafer-Landau,	“Hedonism	–	Part	1”	
	 Shafer-Landau,	“Hedonism	–	Part	2”	
	
3.	 Value	Theory	/	Ethical	Theory		
	 Shafer-Landau,	“Desire-Satisfaction	Theory	–	Part	1”	
	 Shafer-Landau,	“Desire-Satisfaction	Theory	–	Part	2”	

	 	 Shafer-Landau,	“Consequentialism	–	Part	1”	
	

4.		 Ethical	Theory	
	 	 Shafer-Landau,	“Consequentialism	–	Part	2”	
	 	 Shafer-Landau,	“Kantian	Ethics	–	Part	1”	
	 	 Shafer-Landau,	“Kantian	Ethics	–	Part	2”	
	



5.		 Basic	Principles	of	Medical	Ethics	
	 	 “Hippocratic	Oath”	
	 	 AMA	Principles	of	Medical	Ethics	
	 	 Four	Principles	in	Medical	Ethics	
	 	 Ackerman,	“Why	Doctors	Should	Intervene”	
	

6.		 Patient/Professional	Relationship	
	 AMA	–	Patient/Physician	Relationship	

Childress	and	Siegler	–	“Metaphors	and	Models	of	Doctor-Patient	Relationships”	
Lipkin,	“On	Lying	to	Patients”	
Higgs,	“Truth	Telling”	

	
7.		 Informed	Consent,	Competence	and	Decision-Making	
	 Brody,	“Transparency-Informed	Consent	in	Primary	Care”	

Buchanan	and	Brock,	“Standards	of	Competence”	
	 Tomlinson,	“Who	Decides,	and	What?”	

	
8.	 Mid-term	Exam		

	 	
9.	 End	of	Life:	Euthanasia	
	 Quill,	“Death	and	Dignity:	A	Case	of	Individualized	Decision-Making”	
	 Callahan,	“When	Self-Determination	Runs	Amok”	
	 Gay-Williams,	“The	Wrongfulness	of	Euthanasia”	

	
10.	 End	of	Life:	Euthanasia	
	 Rachels,	“Active	and	Passive	Euthanasia”	
	 Brock,	“Voluntary	Active	Euthanasia”	

	 		
11.	 Spring	Break	
	
12.	 Beginning	of	Life:	Abortion	
	 Marquis,	“Why	Abortion	is	Immoral”	
	 Thomson,	“A	Defense	of	Abortion”	 	
	
13.	 Beginning	of	Life:	Abortion	
	 Sumner,	“A	Moderate	View”	
	 Callahan,	“A	Case	for	Pro-life	Feminism”		

	
	 14.	 Beginning	of	Life:	Periviable	Birth	
	 	 Guest	Speaker/Readings	-	TBA	
	
	 15.	 Cochlear	Implantation	and	the	Deaf	Community	
	 	 Sound	and	Fury	Documentary	
	 	 Lane	and	Grodin,	“Ethical	Issues	in	Cochlear	Implant”	
	 	 Levy	–	“Reconsidering	Cochlear	Implants”	
	
	 16.	 Review	for	Final	Exam	



Assignments	and	Grading	Criteria	
Your	course	grade	will	be	determined	by	your	grade	on	two	exams	(mid-term	and	final),	daily	
note-taking	assignments	(random	days),	in-class	activities	(random	days)	and	five	critiques	
(on	five	readings	of	your	choice).		
		
The	grade	breakdown	is	as	follows	(I’ve	tried	to	evenly	distribute	credit	across	different	
methods	of	evaluation):	
	
Mid-term:	 	 	 	20%	
Final:	 	 	 	 	20%	
Daily	Note-taking:	 	 	10%	
In-class	Activities:	 	 	10%	
Four	Critiques:	 	 	40%	
_____________________________	
Total:	 	 	 	 100%	
	
	
Course	Requirements	
	

• Regular	attendance	and	active	participation	in	class	are	expected.		Failure	to	attend	
class	on	a	regular	basis	or	repeated	behavior	that	detracts	from	the	quality	of	the	class	
will	result	in	a	request	to	the	Dean	to	cancel	your	enrollment	in	the	course.	
	

• Electronic	devices	(laptops,	cell	phones,	smart	phones,	 tablets,	etc.)	are	not	permitted	
in	 class.	 Such	 devices	 keep	 you	 and	 your	 fellow	 philosophers	 from	 fully	 engaging	 in	
discussion.	Use	of	these	devices	counts	as	disrupting	the	class,	which	will	result	in	your	
enrollment	being	cancelled.	We	won't	cover	anything	so	quickly	that	you	won't	be	able	
to	keep	up	with	just	pen	and	paper.	Besides,	there’s	research	that	suggests	that	having	
to	 copy	 your	 notes	 from	 paper	 onto	 your	 computer	 helps	 with	 retention	 and	
assimilation	of	the	material.	
	

• Daily	Note-taking	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 (10%)		
Philosophical	 texts	are	dense,	usually	 involving	a	 lot	of	 jargon	and	complex	 ideas.	So	
grasping	 the	 ideas	 and	 arguments	 in	 these	 texts	 will	 require	 doing	 some	writing	 of	
your	own.	You	should	get	in	the	habit	of	taking	notes	as	you	read	through	the	assigned	
readings.	In	order	to	help	you	develop	this	habit,	I	will	randomly	ask	for	you	to	turn	in	
your	 notes	 on	 an	 assigned	 reading	 for	 a	 grade.	 I	 will	 grade	 these	 note-taking	
assignments	for	quality	as	well	as	completion	using	the	following	grading	schema:	✓+		
=	 good,	 ✓ =	 average,	 ✓-	 	 =	 subpar.	 I	 will	 replace	 your	 three	 lowest	 note-taking	
assignment	grades	with	your	three	highest	note-taking	assignment	grades	at	the	end	of	
the	semester.	

	
• In-class	Activities	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (10%)		

There	will	be	a	variety	of	 in-class	activities	and	assignments	which	are	meant	to	give	
you	a	chance	to	practice	the	kinds	of	skills	and	abilities	this	course	is	designed	to	help	
you	develop.	They	are	always	low-stakes	(e.g.,	 less	than	one	percentage	point	of	your	



course	grade),	completion	graded	(e.g.,	✓	or	no	grade),	and	are	all	designed	to	help	you	
achieve	 the	 course	 goals.	 I	will	 replace	 your	 two	 lowest	 in-class	 activity	 grades	with	
your	two	highest	in-class	activity	grades	at	the	end	of	the	semester.	

	
• Critiques	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (40%)		

Over	 the	 course	 of	 the	 semester,	 you	 will	 be	 required	 to	 write	 four	 critiques	 over	
readings	selected	for	this	assignment.	I	will	indicate	when	a	reading	can	be	chosen	for	
critique	(e.g.,	any	journal	article	assigned	can	be	chosen).	Critiques	must	be	at	least	250	
words,	 with	 a	 maximum	 word	 count	 of	 500.	 Each	 critique	 must	 be	 submitted	
electronically	 via	 blackboard	 before	 10am	 on	 the	 day	 that	 particular	 reading	 is	
assigned.	 Late	 work	 is	 not	 accepted	 (see	 below).	 Two	 critiques	 must	 be	 submitted	
before	 the	mid-term	 exam.	 The	 other	 two	must	 be	 submitted	 before	 the	 last	 day	 of	
class.	At	the	end	of	the	semester,	I	will	replace	one	of	your	lowest	critique	grades	with	
your	highest	critique	grades.	See	the	[Critique	Instructions]	tab	on	blackboard	for	more	
information	regarding	instructions	and	grading	for	this	assignment		

	
• Exams		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 (40%)		

There	 are	 two	 exams	 for	 this	 course.	 Each	 exam	 is	 made	 up	 of	 multiple	 choice,	
true/false,	 position	 identification,	 short	 answer,	 and	 essay	 questions.	 The	 final	 exam	
will	be	cumulative.	Both	exams	will	be	taken	in	class.	For	each	exam,	you	are	allowed	a	
3x5	index	notecard	with	hand-written	notes	on	both	the	front	and	back.	
	
1.	Mid-Term	 	 (Thursday,	3/10)	 	 	 	 	 	 (20%)	
2.	Final	 		 (Monday,	5/9	–	10am-12pm)	 	 	 	 (20%)	
	
Mid-term	exam	grade:	 I	 realize	 that	 the	 first	exam	 is	usually	 the	hardest,	given	 that	
you	don’t	 know	what	 to	 expect	 or	how	best	 to	 study	 for	 it.	 For	 this	 reason,	 you	will	
have	 the	option	of	 replacing	 your	mid-term	grade	with	 the	 grade	 you	make	on	 your	
final.	So	suppose	you	make	a	60	on	the	mid-term,	but	an	80	on	the	final.	In	this	scenario,	
I	will	change	your	mid-term	grade	to	a	80.	But	be	careful	–	it	would	clearly	be	unwise	
to	blow	off	the	mid-term	since	you	don’t	know	how	well	you	will	do	on	the	final.	The	
best	course	of	action	is	to	do	your	very	best	on	both.	

	
Grades	and	Other	Concerns	

• Plus/minus	grading	will	be	used:	A+	(100%-97%),	A	(96%-94%),	A-	(93%-90%)	and	
so	on.		Grades	will	not	be	curved.	There	will	be	no	extra	credit	assignments.	

• Late	work	is	not	accepted.	Missed	exams	and	assignments	may	be	made	up	only	if	there	is	
a	verified	medical	excuse	or	the	equivalent	and	the	request	is	made	within	one	day	after	
the	exam	or	assignment	due	date.			

• Concerns	 about	 grades	 or	 any	 other	 “business”	 aspects	 of	 the	 course	 should	 be	
reserved	 for	 my	 office	 hours.	 	 These	 concerns	 will	 not	 be	 addressed	 during	 class	
sessions.	If	the	concern	remains	unresolved,	the	next	step	is	to	contact	the	Philosophy	
Department	chair,	Professor	Robert	Johnson	(438	Strickland	Hall).	

	
	
	



Academic	Integrity	
Academic	integrity	is	fundamental	to	the	activities	and	principles	of	a	university.	All	members	
of	the	academic	community	must	be	confident	that	each	person's	work	has	been	responsibly	
and	honorably	acquired,	developed,	and	presented.	Any	effort	to	gain	an	advantage	not	given	
to	all	students	is	dishonest	whether	or	not	the	effort	is	successful.	The	academic	community	
regards	breaches	of	the	academic	 integrity	rules	as	extremely	serious	matters.	Sanctions	for	
such	a	breach	may	include	academic	sanctions	from	the	instructor,	including	failing	the	course	
for	 any	 violation,	 to	 disciplinary	 sanctions	 ranging	 from	 probation	 to	 expulsion.	 When	 in	
doubt	about	plagiarism,	paraphrasing,	quoting,	collaboration,	or	any	other	 form	of	cheating,	
consult	the	course	instructor.	
	
ADA		
Students	with	Disabilities	
	
If	 you	 anticipate	 barriers	 related	 to	 the	 format	 or	 requirements	 of	 this	 course,	 if	 you	 have	
emergency	medical	 information	 to	 share	with	me,	 or	 if	 you	 need	 to	make	 arrangements	 in	
case	the	building	must	be	evacuated,	please	let	me	know	as	soon	as	possible.	
	
If	disability	related	accommodations	are	necessary	(for	example,	a	note	taker,	extended	time	
on	exams,	captioning),	please	register	with	the	MU	Disability	Center,	S5	Memorial	Union,	573-
882-4696,	and	then	notify	me	of	your	eligibility	for	reasonable	accommodations.	
	
Intellectual	Pluralism		
The	 University	 community	 welcomes	 intellectual	 diversity	 and	 respects	 student	 rights.	
Students	who	have	questions	or	 concerns	 regarding	 the	atmosphere	 in	 this	 class	 (including	
respect	 for	diverse	opinions)	may	contact	 the	departmental	 chair	or	divisional	director;	 the	
director	 of	 the	 Office	 of	 Students	 Rights	 and	 Responsibilities;	 the	MU	 Equity	 Office,	
or	equity@missouri.edu.	
	
All	students	will	have	the	opportunity	to	submit	an	anonymous	evaluation	of	the	instructor(s)	
at	the	end	of	the	course.	
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Philosophy 1 100 onl ine: Introduction to Ethics 
University of Missouri   

 
 
Course Description and Rationale  
 
“What should I do?” – “What should we do?” – “How ought I to live?” – Finding answers to these questions is the 
goal of moral philosophy, or ethics. In this course, we will consider these questions in light of historical and 
contemporary philosophical thinking within the field of ethics. After familiarizing ourselves with the traditional 
moral categories and positions, we will turn to what is called applied ethics: evaluating particular actions and 
practices in a philosophically critical manner.  

Course Goals 

After completing the entire course, you should be able to: 

1. Construct formal ethical arguments from informal, written passages and essays. 
2. Distinguish between metaethical questions/views and ethical questions/views. 
3. Grasp the pros and cons of some of the main ethical and metaethical theories. 
4. Better defend and/or understand one’s own ethical viewpoint concerning particular actions and practices 

(specifically: capital punishment, abortion, animal rights and poverty). 

Textbook 

The Fundamentals of Ethics, Second Edition – Russ Shafer-Landau 

The Ethical Life: Fundamental Readings in Ethics and Moral Problems, Second Edition – Russ Shafer-Landau 

Online Course Access 

You may access the course via http://courses.missouri.edu.  Under course login, select Blackboard and enter 
your PawPrint.  If you have difficulty logging in to the course or you do not see the course listed, please contact 
the Mizzou IT Help Desk at 573/882-5000.  You MUST enable Compatibility View with Internet Explorer 8. 

Library Resources and E-Res  

Access to the library will be critical to your academic success. This course used resources and materials 
accessible via the Electronic Reserve System (E-Res): http://eres.missouri.edu. You may also access the 
University of Missouri Library Distance Education Support Service page at: 
http://mulibraries.missouri.edu/distance/. 

Instructor Information  

Instructor: Kenneth Shields, M.A.  
Email: Kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu 
Office Hours: Email (Monday through Friday) or by appointment. 

Expectations 

! What to Expect from a Technology-Enhanced Course - This course is designed for delivery 
online, over an eight-week period as opposed to a standard semester of 16 weeks. 
However, the expectations, workload, materials covered, and outcomes will be 
maintained. Therefore, you should plan to spend twice as much time per week on this 
course as you would if it were offered during a fall or spring semester.  It is essential that 
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you access the course site Monday through Friday for course announcements, interact with your small 
discussion group, submit assignments, take online quizzes, etc. 

! What the Instructors and Your Peers Expect from You - By enrolling in this course, you have 
agreed to contribute to weekly discussions by accessing the Discussion Board regularly (2-3 times per 
week, Monday through Friday). This will require a team effort, with respect and help for each other, as 
we build a community of learners. We also expect that you will have a foundational understanding of 
Internet terms and functions.  All general class correspondence should be submitted to the relevant 
Discussion Board forum; only personal or confidential matters should be directed to the instructor in e-
mail. 

! What You May Expect from the Instructor - Monitor and facilitate class discussions (Monday through 
Friday), respond to private questions within 24 to 48 hours, provide timely feedback on written 
assignments and projects, and help build a learning community.  

Weekly Schedule and Assignments 

Your weekly routine: Every week, you should expect to login to the course site no fewer than 2-3 times. Each 
week of the course will have a corresponding folder which includes your assigned reading, instructor 
commentary, weekly discussion questions, and any assignments for that week. You should complete your 
readings and review of the course commentary before posting answers/reflections to the discussion questions. In 
addition to posting your own original posting addressing the discussion question by Wednesdays at noon, you 
must comment/reflect upon the postings of your peers by noon each Friday (at least two responses to peers, 
which makes for a total of three required posts a week).  

Week Section Description Assignment Reading 

1 
1  Introduction to Philosophical 

Reasoning and Ethics Discussion Board 
Weekly Quiz 

 Blue: Introduction 

2  Metaethics: Relativism  Blue: Ch. 19 

2 
3  Value Theory: Hedonism Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz  

 Blue: Ch. 1 & 2 

4 Mill, Huxley and Nozick  Gold: #2, #3 & #4 

3 
5  Value Theory: Desire-Satisfaction Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz 
First Exam 

Written Assignment 
1 

 Blue: Ch. 3 & 4 

6  Metaethics: Nihilism and Objectivism  Blue: Ch. 20 & 21 

4 
7  Normative Ethics: Morality, Religion 

and Natural Law Discussion Board 
Weekly Quiz 

 Blue: Ch. 5 & 6 

8  Normative Ethics: Psychological and 
Ethical Egoism  Blue: Ch. 7 & 8 

5 
9  Normative Ethics: Consequentialism Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz 

 Blue: Ch. 9 

10  Normative Ethics: Consequentialism  Blue: Ch. 10 

6 
11  Normative Ethics: Kantian Approach Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz 
Second Exam 

 Blue: Ch. 11 

12  Normative Ethics: Kantian Approach  Blue: Ch. 12 

7 
13  Applied Ethics: Capital Punishment Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz 

 Gold: #35 & #36 

14  Applied Ethics: Abortion  Gold: #32 & #33 

8 
15  Applied Ethics: Animals Discussion Board 

Weekly Quiz 
Third Exam 

Written Assignment 
2 

 Gold: #29 

16  Applied Ethics: Poverty  Gold: #22 
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Assignments and Grading Criteria 

Your course grade will be determined by your grade on three exams, two written assignments, weekly 
quizzes, and your discussion board posts.  

The grade breakdown is as follows: 

 
Written Assignment 1:    5% 
Written Assignment 2:  10% 
Quizzes:    10% 
Discussion Board:   15% 
First Exam:    20% 
Second Exam:   20% 
Third Exam:    20% 
_____________________________ 
Total:    100% 
 

Grading Scale 

97-100% = A+ 73-76% = C 

93-96%  = A 70-72% = C- 

90-92% = A- 67-69% = D+ 

87-89% = B+ 63-66% = D 

83-86% = B 60-62% = D- 

80-82% = B- 0-59%  = F 

77-79% = C+  

 
Late Work Policy: Late work, including all written assignments, exams, quizzes, and discussion 
board posts, will not be accepted except in cases of verified medical excuse (or the equivalent), and 
only if the request is made within one day of the assignment due date. 
 

Exams 

There are three exams for this course. Each exam is made up of multiple choice and true/false 
questions (40 total questions for each exam). The exams will be available in the Exams and Quizzes 
area of Blackboard. There will be a date by which the exam must be completed (see below). Once the 
exam has begun, you will have one hour to complete it. If you lose your internet connection or are 
unable to submit the exam, contact me as soon as possible! Exams will not be cumulative. Below are 
the dates by which you must complete each exam (i.e., the exam will no longer be available to take 
after the date posted).  

Exam Week/Date Due Points Description 

First Exam Week 3 / June 21,   
11:59p.m.* 20% 

Introduction, Value Theory (Hedonism and 
Desire-Satisfaction Theory), and Metaethics 
(Relativism, Nihilism and Objectivism) 
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Second Exam Week 6 / July 12, 
11:59p.m. 20% 

Normative Ethics (Morality, Religion, Natural 
Law, Psychological and Ethical Egoism, 
Consequentialism and the Kantian Approach) 

Third Exam Week 8 / July 26, 
11:59p.m. 20% Applied Ethics (Readings on Capital 

Punishment, Abortion, Animals and Poverty) 

* All times are Central Daylight Time (CDT). Please take note of this – you are responsible 
for getting assignments completed by CDT times. 

IMPORTANT: The following are key considerations to successfully completing an exam: 
• Complete all assigned readings (textbook and lecture) prior to accessing the online exam. 
• Force completion is turned ON: you must complete the exam once you start it – you may NOT come back 

to the exam later.  If you are disconnected, send email to your instructor immediately. After contacting 
your instructor, please send an email to blackboard@missouri.edu, with your name, username, course 
name, the title of the exam, and a description of the problem.   

• To ensure Blackboard logs every answer, click the “Save” at the bottom of the page every two or three 
questions.  You must click “Submit” in order to have your exam graded. 

• You MUST enable Compatibility View with Internet Explorer 8.  A complete list of supported browsers is 
available online. 

First Exam grade: I realize that the first exam is usually the hardest, given that you don’t know 
what to expect or how best to study for it. For this reason, you will have the option of replacing your 
first exam grade with the grade you make on either your second or third exam. So suppose you make 
a 60 on the first exam, a 75 on the second exam, and a 90 on the third exam. In this scenario, I will 
change your first exam grade to a 90. 

 

Written Assignments 

There are two written assignments for this course. Each written assignment must be submitted 
through the Blackboard Assignment Manager (accessible via the Assignments button on the Course 
Navigation Menu) by the date/time specified and using the naming convention provided (e.g., 
assignment1_smith.rtf).  All course assignments must be submitted as Rich Text Format, or RTF (one 
of the Save As options in your word processing program).  Assignments will not be accepted via E-
Mail. Below are the dates by which you must submit each written assignment (i.e., I will not accept 
late work). 

Written Assignment Week/Date Due Points Instructions 

Assignment 1 Week 3 / June 21, 
11:59pm 5% 

300-350 word summary of important point 
from either the Huxley #3 or Nozick #4 
readings. 
 

Assignment 2 Week 8 / July 26, 
11:59pm 10% 

700-750 word summary, argument 
reconstruction, and a criticism/objection. 
Choose any of the readings assigned within 
the “Applied Ethics” sections of the course. 

 

Weekly Quizzes 
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This course uses weekly online quizzes to assess your comprehension of the assigned readings. The quizzes are 
essentially mini-exams – all of the above considerations for exams apply to the quizzes. Each quiz is made up 
of multiple choice questions (5 total questions for each quiz). The questions will come from the 
readings for that week. The quizzes will be available in the Exams and Quizzes area of Blackboard. 
Each quiz must be completed by Friday at noon (CDT) of that week – each quiz will no longer be 
available after this time.  Once the quiz has begun, you will have 20 minutes to complete it. If you 
lose your internet connection or are unable to submit the quiz, contact me as soon as possible! 
Quizzes will not be cumulative.  
 
IMPORTANT: The following are key considerations to successfully completing a weekly quiz: 

• Complete all assigned readings (textbook and lecture) prior to accessing the online quiz. 
• Force completion is turned ON: you must complete the quiz once you start it – you may NOT come back 

to the quiz later.  If you are disconnected, send email to your instructor immediately. After contacting 
your instructor, please send an email to blackboard@missouri.edu, with your name, username, course 
name, the title of the quiz, and a description of the problem.   

• To ensure Blackboard logs every answer, click the “Save” at the bottom of the page every two or three 
questions.  You must click “Submit” in order to have your quiz graded. 

• You MUST enable Compatibility View with Internet Explorer 8.  A complete list of supported browsers is 
available online. 

 

Discussion Board Postings 

You are required to make one original post concerning the weekly discussion prompt and then at least two 
response posts to other students’ original posts. This makes for a total of at least three discussion board posts a 
week (1 original post and 2 response posts). Your original posting addressing the weekly discussion prompt 
should be made no later than noon each Wednesday. Your two response postings commenting and reflecting 
upon the comments of your peers should be made no later than noon each Friday -- late postings will not be 
given credit. If you post weekly and interact with your peers, you may expect full credit unless otherwise 
notified. Of course, the quality of your posts will also be assessed. 

The following rubrics assess the quality of your postings and not the quantity (we're not looking for simply "I 
disagree" or "I think this is wrong" – you must elaborate and give reasons for your position).  

Weekly Discussion Posting Grading Criteria 

Weekly 
Point Value 

(10) – 
[1.875% of 

course 
grade] 

Reasons given for one’s position: Messages present others with reasons to adopt one’s 
own position, rather than just listing things that you happen to believe, but don’t really care 
if others believe it or not. 

5 

Message Coherence: Messages explain issues, provide new perspectives, effectively 
question, or meaningfully elaborate on topic 2 

Relevance of Replies to Other Messages: Responses elaborate, contradict, modify, or 
explain the original message  3 

 

Help Available  

If you are having any technical difficulties (e.g., logging in, accessing the discussion board) please email 
helpdesk@missouri.edu or contact the DoIT Help Desk at 573/882-5000 (for out-of-area MizzouOnline students, 
toll-free at 866/241-5619). 

Online Class Netiquette 
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Your instructor and fellow students wish to foster a safe on-line learning environment. All opinions and 
experiences, no matter how different or controversial they may be perceived, must be respected in the tolerant 
spirit of academic discourse. You are encouraged to comment, question, or critique an idea but you are not to 
attack an individual.  

Our differences, some of which are outlined in the University's nondiscrimination statement below, will add 
richness to this learning experience. Please consider that sarcasm and humor can be misconstrued in online 
interactions and generate unintended disruptions. Working as a community of learners, we can build a polite and 
respectful course ambience. 

Academic Integrity Policy 

Academic honesty is fundamental to the activities and principles of a university. All members of the academic 
community must be confident that each person's work has been responsibly and honorably acquired, developed, 
and presented. Any effort to gain an advantage not given to all students is dishonest whether or not the effort is 
successful. The academic community regards academic dishonesty as an extremely serious matter, with serious 
consequences that range from probation to expulsion. When in doubt about plagiarism, paraphrasing, quoting, or 
collaboration, consult the course instructor. 

Academic Dishonesty includes but is not necessarily limited to the following:  

A. Cheating or knowingly assisting another student in committing an act of cheating or other academic 
dishonesty. 

B. Plagiarism which includes but is not necessarily limited to submitting examinations, themes, reports, 
drawings, laboratory notes, or other material as one's own work when such work has been prepared by 
another person or copied from another person. 

C. Unauthorized possession of examinations or reserve library materials, or laboratory materials or 
experiments, or any other similar actions. 

D. Unauthorized changing of grades or markings on an examination or in an instructor's grade book or such 
change of any grade report. 

Academic Integrity Pledge: "I strive to uphold the University values of respect, responsibility, discovery, 
and excellence. On my honor, I pledge that I have neither given nor received unauthorized assistance on this 
work." Students are expected to adhere to this pledge on all graded work whether or not they are explicitly 
asked in advance to do so.  

The University has specific academic dishonesty administrative procedures. Although policy states that cases of 
academic dishonesty must be reported to the Office of the Provost for possible action, the instructor may assign 
a failing grade for the assignment or a failing grade for the course, or may adjust the grade as deemed 
appropriate. The instructor also may require the student to repeat the assignment or to perform additional 
assignments. In instances where academic integrity is in question, faculty, staff and students should refer to 
Article VI of the Faculty Handbook. Article VI is also available in the M-Book. Article VI provides further 
information regarding the process by which violations are handled and sets forth a standard of excellence in our 
community.  

Restrictions on Disclosure and Distribution 

Students may make audio or video recordings of course activity unless specifically prohibited by the 
faculty member.  To foster a safe environment for learning, however, the redistribution of audio or 
video recordings of statements or comments from the course to individuals who are not students in 
the course is prohibited without the express permission of the faculty member and of any students 
who are recorded. Unauthorized distribution of such materials is a violation of academic standards 
and may violate copyright laws and/or privacy rights. Students found to have violated this policy are 
subject to discipline in accordance with the provisions of Section 200.020 of the Collected Rules and 
Regulations of the University of Missouri pertaining to student conduct matters.  

University of Missouri Notice of Nondiscrimination 
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The University of Missouri System is an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action institution and is nondiscriminatory 
relative to race, religion, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability or status as a Vietnam-era 
veteran. Any person having inquiries concerning the University of Missouri's compliance with implementing Title 
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, or other civil rights laws should contact 
the Assistant Vice Chancellor, Human Resource Services, University of Missouri, 1095 Virginia Avenue, 
Columbia, Mo. 65211, 573/882-4256, or the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education. 

Students with Disabilities (Residential & Online Courses) 

If you anticipate barriers related to the format or requirements of this course, if you have emergency medical 
information to share with me, or if you need to make arrangements in case the building must be evacuated, 
please let me know as soon as possible.  
 
If disability related accommodations are necessary (for example, a note taker, extended time on exams, 
captioning), please register with the Office of Disability Services (http://disabilityservices.missouri.edu), S5 
Memorial Union, 573- 882-4696, and then notify me of your eligibility for reasonable accommodations.  For other 
MU resources for students with disabilities, click on "Disability Resources" on the MU homepage. 

Intellectual Pluralism Statement  

The University community welcomes intellectual diversity and respects student rights. Students who have 
questions concerning the quality of instruction in this class may address concerns to either the Departmental 
Chair or Divisional leader or Director of the Office of Students Rights and Responsibilities 
(http://osrr.missouri.edu/). All students will have the opportunity to submit an anonymous evaluation of the 
instructor(s) at the end of the course.  

Grievance Policy 

Information concerning student grade appeal procedures and non-academic grievances and appeals may be 
found in the Student Handbook. 



Phil%1000:%General%Introduction%to%Philosophy%%
11:00am&MWF&–&Strickland&Hall&#318&

& %
%
Instructor:%Kenneth&Shields%
Email:%kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu&
Office%Hours:%Tuesdays&3:00F4:00pm;&Wednesdays&2:00F3:00pm&
Location:%Second&Floor&of&Student&Center&(Brady&Commons),&Leadership&Lounge&
%
Text:& &Reason'and'Responsibility' (15th' edition),'ed.& Joel& Feinberg& and& Russ& ShaferF
Landau&(Wadsworth/Cengage)&
&
Other% required%materials:% access& to& (1)&Blackboard,& (2)& a&word&processor,& (3)& a&
PDF&reader,&and&(4)&notebook&paper&
&
Course%Description%
Although& we& will& be& surveying& classic& and& contemporary& problems& within& the&
Western& analytic& philosophical& tradition,& I& want& to& emphasize& that& this& course& is&
primarily& designed& to& help& you& develop& a& certain& skill.& This& skill& is& sometimes&
referred&to&as&one’s&capacity&for&critical&thinking,&or&as&one’s&reflective&capacity.&You&
already& have& this& capacity& to& some& degree& –& this& course& is& intended& to& help& you&
develop&it.&And&just&as&you&can&develop&your&physical&strength&through&proper&diet&
and& exercise,& you& can& also& develop& your& critical& thinking& capacity& through& proper&
reading,&writing,&discussion&and&argumentation.&&
&
Course%Goals%
After&completing&the&entire&course,&you&should&be&able&to:&
&

• Grasp& and& explain& some& of& the& predominant& philosophical& positions&
regarding&classic&and&contemporary&problems&within& the& three&major&areas&
of& Western& analytic& philosophy:& in& particular,& the& areas& of& metaphysics,&
epistemology,&and&ethics.&
&

• Construct&formal&arguments&from&informal&written&passages&and&essays.&
&

• Distinguish&among&a&variety&of&different&kinds&of&claims&(e.g.,&ethical&claims,&
ontological& claims,& conceptual& claims,& scientific& claims,& etc.),& as& well& as&
determine& what& kinds& of& evidence& such& claims& would& require& if& to& be&
reasonably&believed.&
&

• Better& express& one’s& own& perspective& through& writing& and& speaking,&
regarding& both& the& philosophical& problems& raised& in& this& course& as&well& as&
issues&that&arise&in&every&day&contexts.&

&
&



What%you%should%expect%from%this%course%
While&the&word&‘introduction’&might&suggest&a&beginner’s&atmosphere,&it’s&extremely&
important&that&you&appreciate& just&how&difficult&being& introduced&to&something&for&
the& first& time& can&be!& Instead&of& thinking&you’re& about& to&play&a& game&on& the&easy&
setting,&you&should&remember&what& it’s& like&to&attempt&something&you&hadn’t&done&
before.& For& example,& an& introductory& course& on& playing& the& piano&would& be& quite&
challenging& if& you& had& no& previous& experience& playing& piano.& Given& that& this& will&
likely& be& your& first& experience& with& doing& philosophy,& you& should& expect& an&
analogous& challenge.& But& just& like& learning& to& play& piano,& your& persistence& and&
diligent& practice& in& this& course& will& be& rewarded& with& the& development& of& your&
abilities.&
&
What%I%(and%your%peers)%expect%from%you%
Aristotle& once& said,& “It& is& the&mark& of& an& educated&mind& to& be& able& to& entertain& a&
thought&without&accepting& it.”& It& is&expected&that&you&will&keep&this&quote& in&mind,&
for& we& will& be& entertaining& thoughts& that& you& might& find& offensive& or& morally&
abhorrent.&There&will&be&occasions&where&you&disagree&with&something&I&or&one&of&
your&peers&has&said,&and&when&that&time&comes,&we&expect&you&to&be&respectful&and&
temperate&when&raising&your&objections.&&Critical,&reflective&discussion&is&practically&
impossible&when& tempers&are&high&–& try& to& remember& that&we&are&only&evaluating&
thoughts&and&ideas,&not&people&and&their&characters.&&
%
What%you%should%expect%from%me%
As&the&instructor&for&this&course,&you&should&expect&me&to&explain&the&material&using&
clear&examples&and&relevant&discussion,&to&be&available&during&office&hours&to&assist&
and&address&any&questions&you&may&have,&to&grade&assignments&in&a&timely&manner,&
and&to&respond&to&emails&within&a&reasonable&time.&I&plan&on&offering&a&questionnaire&
evaluating&how&I’m&doing&as&an& instructor&around&midFsemester,&but&any&concerns&
you&have&can&be&discussed&with&me&during&office&hours.&
&
Course%Outline%
(Tentative:&&Material&may&be&added&or&deleted&as&time&allows&or&requires.&&Dates&for&
specific&reading&assignments&will&be&given&in&the&lectures&and&on&blackboard.)&
&
& Introduction&&
& & Blackburn,&What&is&Philosophy,&EFReserve&
& & Feinberg,&A&Logic&Lesson,&p.1&
& & Willingham,&Why&Don’t&Students&Like&School?,&EFReserve&(suggested)&
&
I& Mind&and&Its&Place&in&Nature&(Are&we&just&material&bodies?&Could&a&machine&

think&like&us?&&Can&we&survive&the&destruction&of&our&body?)&
& 1.&&Introduction:&
& & Mind&and&Its&Place&in&Nature,&pp.&307F311&
& 2.&&Dualism:&
& & Gertler,&In&Defense&of&MindFBody&Dualism,&p.&312&
& & Jackson,&The&Qualia&Problem,&p.&324&



& 3.&&Materialism:&
& & Carruthers,&The&Mind&is&the&Brain,&p.&327&
& & Churchland,&Functionalism&and&Eliminative&Materialism,&p.&335&
& 4.&&Thinking&Machines:&
& & Turing,&Computing&Machinery&and&Intelligence,&p.&343&(suggested)&
& & Lycan,&Robots&and&Minds,&p.&358&
& & Searle,&Minds,&Brains&and&Programs,&p.&351&
& 5.&&Personal&Identity:&
& & Perry,&A&Dialogue&on&Personal&Identity&and&Immortality,&p.&382&
&
II& Human&Knowledge:& Its&Grounds& and&Limits& (What& can&we&know&or& at& least&

have&good& reasons& to&believe?& &What& is& the&difference&between&science&and&
nonFscience?)&

& 1.&&Introduction:&
& & Human&Knowledge:&Its&Grounds&and&Limits,&pp.&153F161&

2.&&Skepticism&
& & Pollock,&A&Brain&in&a&Vat,&p.&161&
& & Descartes,&Meditations&on&First&Philosophy&(Meditations&I&and&II),&pp.&&

201F207.&
Huemer,&Three&Skeptical&Arguments,&p.&163&(suggested)&

& 3.&&Science&and&Nonscience&
& & Popper,&Science:&&Conjectures&and&Refutations,&p.&292&
& & Kitcher,&Believing&Where&We&Cannot&Prove,&p.&296&
&
III& Reason&and&Religious&Belief&&(Does&God&exist?&&Is&belief&in&God&rational?&&Does&
& evil&have&a&purpose?)&

1.&&Introduction:&
& Reason&and&Religious&Belief,&pp.&25F30&
2.&&Ontological,&Cosmological&and&Design&Arguments&for&God’s&Existence&
& Rowe,&The&Ontological&Argument,&p.&34&
& Clarke,&A&Modern&Formulation&of&the&Cosmological&Argument,&p.&46&
& Rowe,&The&Cosmological&Argument,&p.&47&
& Paley,&The&Argument&from&Design,&p.&56&
3.&&God&and&Evil&
& Swinburne,&Why&God&Allows&Evil,&EFReserve&
& Mackie,&Evil&and&Omnipotence,&p.100&
& Johnson,&God&and&the&Problem&of&Evil,&p.&121&
& Hick,&The&SoulFMaking&Defense,&p.117&(suggested)&
4.&&Miracles&and&Wagers&
& Pascal,&The&Wager,&p.&142&
& Blackburn,&Miracles&and&Testimony,&p.&145&&
& &

&
IV&& Determinism,&Free&Will,&and&Responsibility& &(Do&we&ever&act&freely?& &Are&we&

ever&responsible&for&our&actions?)&
& 1.&&Introduction:&&&



Determinism,&Free&Will&and&Responsibility,&pp.&403F409&
& 2.&&Hard&Determinism:&
& & Holbach,&The&Illusion&of&Free&Will,&p.&438&
& 3.&&Compatibilism:&
& & Ayer,&Freedom&and&Necessity,&p.&461&
& & Hume,&Of&Liberty&and&Necessity,&p.&456&(suggested)&
& 4.&&Libertarianism&
& & Chisholm,&Human&Freedom&and&the&Self,&p.&418&
& & Van&Inwagen,&Freedom&of&the&Will,&p.&409&(suggested)&
& 5.&Freedom&and&Moral&Responsibility&
& & Frankfurt,&Alternate&Possibilities&and&Moral&Responsibility,&p.469&
& & Nagel,&Moral&Luck,&p.475&(suggested)&
&
V& Morality& and& Its& Critics& (How& should& we& live?& Can&morality& be& subjective?&
& Does&life&have&any&ultimate&meaning?)&
& 1.&Introduction&
& & Morality&and&Its&Critics&(selected&paragraphs),&p.493&
& 2.&&Subjectivism&and&Objectivism&in&Ethics&
& & Feinberg,&Psychological&Egoism,&p.501&
& & ShaferFLandau,&Ethical&Subjectivism,&p.&535&
& & Nussbaum,&Judging&Other&Cultures:&The&Case&of&Genital&Mutilation,&&
& & p.546&
& & Plato,&Euthyphro,&p.580&(suggested)&
& & Craig&and&SinnottFArmstrong,&God&and&Objective&Morality,&EFReserve&
& 3.&&The&Meaning&of&Life&
& & Huxley,&Brave&New&World,&p.656&
& & Wielenberg,&God&and&the&Meaning&of&Life,&p.664&
&
Course%Requirements%
%

• Regular&attendance&and&active&participation&in&class&are&expected&and&will&be&
taken&into&account&in&determining&final&grades&(see&specifics&below).&&Failure&
to&attend&class&on&a&regular&basis&or&repeated&behavior&that&detracts&from&the&
quality& of& the& class& will& result& in& a& request& to& the& Dean& to& cancel& your&
enrollment&in&the&course.%
%

• Electronic&devices& (laptops,& cell&phones,& smart&phones,& tablets,& etc.)& are&not'
permitted'in'class.&Such&devices&keep&you&and&your&fellow&philosophers&from&
fully& engaging& in& discussion.& Use& of& these& devices& counts& as& disrupting& the&
class,&which&will& result& in&your&enrollment&being&cancelled.&We&won't& cover&
anything&so&quickly&that&you&won't&be&able&to&keep&up&with&just&pen&and&paper.&
Besides,& there’s&research& that&suggests& that&having& to&copy&your&notes& from&
paper& onto& your& computer& helps& with& retention& and& assimilation& of& the&
material.&&
&



• Exams&%
There&are&two&exams&for&this&course.&Each&exam&is&made&up&of&multiple&choice,&
true/false,& position& identification,& short& answer,& and& essay& questions.& The&
exams&will&not&be&cumulative.&Both&exams&will&be&taken&in&class.&
%
1.&MidFTerm& & (Friday,&10/17)& & & & & (20%)&
2.&Final& && (Tuesday,&12/16&–&3F5pm)& & & & (20%)&&
&
Mid$term) grade:% I& realize& that& the& first& exam& is& usually& the& hardest,& given&
that& you& don’t& know& what& to& expect& or& how& best& to& study& for& it.& For& this&
reason,&you&will&have&the&option&of&replacing&your&midFterm&grade&with&the&
grade&you&make&on&your& final.&So&suppose&you&make&a&60&on& the&midFterm,&
but&an&80&on&the&final.&In&this&scenario,&I&will&change&your&midFterm&grade&to&a&
80.&But&be&careful&–&it&would&clearly&be&unwise&to&blow&off&the&midFterm&since&
you&don’t&know&how&well&you&will&do&on&the&final.&The&best&course&of&action&is&
to&do&your&very&best&on&both.&
%

• Quizzes& & & & & & & & & (10%)&%
There& are& 8& biFweekly& online& quizzes& to& assess& your& comprehension& of& the&
material.&The&quizzes&are& intended&to&help&you&prepare& for&the&exams.&Each&
quiz& is& made& up& of& 5& total& questions,& multiple& choice& or& true/false.& The&
questions&will&come&from&the&readings/lectures&for&the&previous&two&weeks.&
The&quizzes&will&be&available&in&the&Quizzes&area&of&Blackboard.&When&a&quiz&
becomes&available,&it&remains&available&until&its&due&date.'&Once&the&quiz&has&
begun,& you& will& have& 20'minutes& to& complete& it.& If& you& lose& your& internet&
connection&or&are&unable& to&submit& the&quiz,&contact'me'as'soon'as'possible!&
Quizzes&will&not&be&cumulative.&
&
IMPORTANT:& The& following& are& key& considerations& to& successfully&
completing&quizzes:&

! Complete&all&assigned&readings&(textbook&and&lecture)&prior&to&
accessing&the&online&exam.&

! Force& completion& is& turned& ON:& you& must& complete& the& quiz&
once&you&start&it&–&you&may&NOT&come&back&to&the&quiz&later.&&If&
you& are& disconnected,& send& email& to& your& instructor&
immediately.& After& contacting& your& instructor,& please& send& an&
email&to&blackboard@missouri.edu,&with&your&name,&username,&
course& name,& the& title& of& the& exam,& and& a& description& of& the&
problem.&&&

! To&ensure&Blackboard&logs&every&answer,&click&the&“Save”&at&the&
bottom& of& the& page& every& two& or& three& questions.& & You&must&
click&“Submit”&in&order&to&have&your&quiz&graded.&

! You&MUST&enable&Compatibility&View&with&Internet&Explorer&8.&&
A&complete&list&of&supported&browsers&is&available&online.&

& & & & & & & & %



• Essay&Assignments& & & & & & & & (30%)&
There& will& be& three& essay& assignments:& a& short& one& (5%),& a& medium& one&
(10%),&and&a&long&one&(15%).&The&long&one&will&be&a&1,000F1,250&word&essay&
addressing&one&of&four&possible&topics.&The&short&and&medium&essays&will&be&
writing&exercises&intended&to&help&you&practice&particular&aspects&of&writing&
an& analytic& philosophy& paper,& essentially& preparing& you& for& the& long& essay.&
& You& will& be& required& to& meet& with& me& in& my& office& to& review& your&
medium&paper.&
&
Short&essay& & (Friday,&9/19)& & & & & &&(5%)&
Medium&essay& (Friday,&10/24)& & & & & (10%)&
Long&essay& & (Wednesday,&12/10)&& & & & (15%)&
&

• Reading&Comprehension&Assignments& & & & & (10%)&
These&assignments&are&given&for&each&required&reading.&They&will&consist&of&
two& questions& concerning& the& article& assigned.& You& are& to& (1)& answer& the&
question&in&your&own&words,&and&then&(2)&quote&a&passage&from&the&article&–&
with&proper&citation&–&which&provides&textual&evidence&for&your&answer.&I&will&
post& the&questions& for&each&reading&on&Blackboard.&Your&answers&are& to&be&
typed&up&and&turned&in&at& the&beginning&of& the&class&session&when&it& is&due.&
These& assignments& will& be& graded& Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory& (S=10/U=5).&
Due&dates&TBA&in&class.&
& & &

• InFclass&Exercises,&Activities,&and&PeerFReview&Assignments& & &(10%)&&
& There&will&be&a&variety&of&inFclass&activities&and&assignments&which&are&meant&
& to&give&you&a&chance&to&practice&the&kinds&of&skills&and&abilities&this&course&is&
& designed&to&help&you&develop.&They&are&always&lowFstakes&(e.g.,&less&than&one&
& percentage& point& of& your& course& grade)& and& are& all& designed& to& help& you&
& achieve& the& course& goals.& & There& will& also& be& peerFreview& assignments& in&
& which& another& student&will& give& feedback&on& your&paper,& and& you&will& give&
& feedback& on& another& student’s& paper.& Grading& for& these& assignments& will&
& either&be&a&completion&grade&or&Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory&(S=10/U=5).&

&
Attendance,%Grades%and%Concerns%

• Attendance& is&required.&A&roll& sheet&will&be&signed&after&each&class.&You&can&
miss&up&to&two&class&sessions&without&a&verified&medical&excuse&or&equivalent&
without&affecting&your&course&grade.&After&this&two&session&grace&period,&each&
absence&will&lower&your&final&course&grade&by&2.5&points,&up&to&a&maximum&of&
10&points&(i.e.,&one&full&letter&grade).&

• Plus/minus&grading&will&be&used:&A+&(100%F97%),&A&(96%F94%),&AF&(93%F
90%)& and& so& on.& & Grades&will& not& be& curved.& There&will& be& no& extra& credit&
assignments.&

• Missed'exams'may'be'made'up'and'late'essays'will'be'accepted'only'if'there'is'a'
verified'medical' excuse'or' the' equivalent'and' the' request' is'made'within'one'



day'after' the'exam'or'essay'due'date.' 'Missed'quizzes'and'other'assignments'
will'be'excused'under'the'same'conditions.''&

• Concerns&about&grades&or&any&other&“business”&aspects&of&the&course&should&
be& reserved& for& my& office& hours.& & These& concerns& will& not& be& addressed&
during&class&sessions.& If& the&concern&remains&unresolved,&the&next&step&is&to&
contact& the& Philosophy& Department& chair,& Professor& Robert& Johnson& (438&
Strickland&Hall).&

&
Academic%Integrity%
Academic& integrity& is& fundamental& to& the& activities& of& a& university.& & Academic&
dishonesty&will&result& in&a&failing&grade&on&the&assignment&and,&most& likely,& for&the&
course.&&The&case&will&be&reported&to&the&Office&of&the&Provost&for&disciplinary&action&
under& the& University’s& Collected& Rules& and& Regulations.& & Discipline& may& include&
suspension& or& permanent& expulsion& from& the& University.& & When& is& doubt& about&
plagiarism,& paraphrasing,& quoting& or& collaboration,& consult& with& your& discussion&
section&leader&or&with&me.&
&
Americans%with%Disabilities%Act%
If&you&anticipate&barriers&related&to&the&format&or&requirements&of&this&course,&if&you&
have& emergency& medical& information& to& share& with& me,& or& if& you& need& to& make&
arrangements&in&case&the&building&must&be&evacuated,&please&let&me&know&as&soon&as&
possible.& If& disability& related& accommodations& are& necessary& (for& example,& a& note&
taker,& extended& time& on& exams,& captioning),& please& register& with& the& Disability&
Center&(http://disabilitycenter.missouri.edu/),&S5&Memorial&Union,&573F&882F4696,&
and&then&notify&me&of&your&eligibility&for&reasonable&accommodations.&For&other&MU&
resources& for& persons&with& disabilities,& click& on& "Disability& Resources"& on& the&MU&
homepage.&
&



Phil%1200:%Introduction%to%Logic%and%Reasoning%%
8:00am&9:15am*T/TH*–*Strickland*Hall*#117*

* %
%
Instructor:%Kenneth*Shields%
Email:%kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu*
Office%Hours:%Tuesdays*9:40&10:40am;*Thursdays*1:00&2:00pm*
Location:%Second*Floor*of*Student*Center*(Brady*Commons),*Leadership*Lounge*
%
Text: Robert*Fogelin*and*Walter*Sinnott&Armstrong,*Understanding+Arguments:*8th*
edition*or*special*edition*“modified*for*the*University*of*Missouri.”*
*
Other% required%materials:% access* to* (1)*Blackboard,* (2)* a*word*processor,* (3)* a*
PDF*reader,*and*(4)*notebook*paper/pencil*
*
Course%Description%
The* importance* of* careful,* reflective* thinking* cannot* be* overstated.* It’s* necessary*
for* the* survival* of* any*democracy,* and* it’s* arguably* an*essential* component*of* an*
excellent,* flourishing* life.* But* careful,* reflective* thinking* is* a* skill.* This* course* is*
designed*to*help*you*develop*this*skill.**Moreover,*as*with*most*skills,*humans*have*
developed* tools* that* help* us* use* this* skill* more* accurately* and* efficiently.* After*
familiarizing*ourselves*with*the*analytic*conception*of*argument*and*reason,*we*will*
explore* deductive* and* inductive* tools* that* together* form* the* foundation* of* good*
critical*thinking.**
*
Course%Goals%
After*completing*the*entire*course,*you*should*be*able*to:*

*
• Construct*formal*arguments*from*informal*written*passages*and*essays.*

*
• Give* truth&value* meanings* to* the* truth&functional* connectives* within*

propositional* logic* and* provide* symbolizations* of* English* sentences* into*
sentential*logic.*

*
• Employ* probability* reasoning* (e.g.,* Bayes’s* theorem)* to* help* accurately*

answer* questions* and* make* reliable* choices* involving* chance* (e.g.,* “How*
likely* is* it* that* I* have* colon* cancer* given* that* (a)* I* tested* positive,* (b)* the*
background*rate*is*0.3*percent,*(c)*the*test*is*90*percent*reliable,*and*(d)*the*
test’s*error*rate*is*3*percent?”*[Hint:*the*likelihood*is*not*high]**

*
• Grasp* and* explain* some* of* the* common* fallacies* (e.g.,* the* fallacy* of*

equivocation),* and* distinguish* among* a* variety* of* different* kinds* of* claims*
(e.g.,* ethical* claims,* ontological* claims,* conceptual* claims,* scientific* claims,*
etc.),*as*well*as*determine*what*kinds*of*evidence*such*claims*would*require*
if*to*be*reasonably*believed.*



What%you%should%expect%from%this%course%
While*the*word*‘introduction’*might*suggest*a*beginner’s*atmosphere,*it’s*extremely*
important*that*you*appreciate* just*how*difficult*being* introduced*to*something*for*
the* first* time* can*be!* Instead*of* thinking*you’re* about* to*play*a* game*on* the*easy*
setting,*you*should*remember*what* it’s* like*to*attempt*something*you*hadn’t*done*
before.* For* example,* an* introductory* course* on* playing* the* piano*would* be* quite*
challenging* if* you* had* no* previous* experience* playing* piano.* Given* that* this* will*
likely* be* your* first* experience* with* doing* philosophy,* you* should* expect* an*
analogous* challenge.* But* just* like* learning* to* play* piano,* your* persistence* and*
diligent* practice* in* this* course* will* be* rewarded* with* the* development* of* your*
abilities.*
*
What%I%(and%your%peers)%expect%from%you%
Aristotle* once* said,* “It* is* the*mark* of* an* educated*mind* to* be* able* to* entertain* a*
thought*without*accepting* it.”* It* is*expected*that*you*will*keep*this*quote* in*mind.*
There*will*be*occasions*where*you*disagree*with*something*I*or*one*of*your*peers*
has*said,*and*when*that*time*comes,*we*expect*you*to*be*respectful*and*temperate*
when*raising*your*objections.**Critical,*reflective*discussion*is*practically*impossible*
when*tempers*are*high*–*try*to*remember*that*we*are*only*evaluating*thoughts*and*
ideas,*not*people*and*their*characters.**
%
What%you%should%expect%from%me%
As*the*instructor*for*this*course,*you*should*expect*me*to*explain*the*material*using*
clear*examples*and*relevant*discussion,*to*be*available*during*office*hours*to*assist*
and*address*any*questions*you*may*have,*to*grade*assignments*in*a*timely*manner,*
and*to*respond*to*emails*within*a*reasonable*time.*I*plan*on*offering*a*questionnaire*
evaluating*how*I’m*doing*as*an* instructor*around*mid&semester,*but*any*concerns*
you*have*can*be*discussed*with*me*during*office*hours.*
*
Course%Outline%
(Tentative:**Material*may*be*added*or*deleted*as*time*allows*or*requires.**Dates*for*
specific*reading*assignments*will*be*given*in*the*lectures*and*on*blackboard.)*
*
I* How*to*Analyze*Arguments**
* Chapter*1*–*Uses*of*Arguments*
* Chapter*2*–*The*Web*of*Language*
* Chapter*3*–*The*Language*of*Argument*
* Willingham,*Why*Don’t*Students*Like*School?,*Blackboard*(suggested)*

* *
*

II* How*to*Evaluate*Arguments:*Deductive*Standards*
* Chapter*6*–*Propositional*Logic*
* Chapter*7*–*Categorical*Logic*
*
*
*



III* How*to*Evaluate*Arguments:*Inductive*Standards*
** Chapter*8*–*Arguments*To*and*From*Generalizations*
* Chapter*9*–*Causal*Reasoning*
* Chapter*10*–*Inference*to*the*Best*Explanation*and*from*Analogy*
* Chapter*11*–*Chances*
* Chapter*12*&*Choices*

*
*
IV* Fallacies**
* Chapter*13*–*Fallacies*of*Vagueness*
* Chapter*14*–*Fallacies*of*Ambiguity*
* Chapter*15*–*Fallacies*of*Relevance*and*Vacuity*
* Chapter*16*–*Fallacies*of*Vacuity* *
* Chapter*17*–*Refutation**
*
Course%Requirements%
%

• Regular*attendance*and*active*participation*in*class*are*expected.**Failure*to*
attend*class*on*a* regular*basis*or* repeated*behavior* that*detracts* from* the*
quality* of* the* class* will* result* in* a* request* to* the* Dean* to* cancel* your*
enrollment*in*the*course.%
%

• Electronic*devices* (laptops,* cell*phones,* smart*phones,* tablets,* etc.)* are*not+
permitted+in+class.*Such*devices*keep*you*and*your*fellow*philosophers*from*
fully* engaging* in* discussion.* Use* of* these* devices* counts* as* disrupting* the*
class,*which*will* result* in*your*enrollment*being*cancelled.*We*won't* cover*
anything*so*quickly*that*you*won't*be*able*to*keep*up*with*just*pen*and*paper.*
Besides,* there’s*research* that*suggests* that*having* to*copy*your*notes* from*
paper* onto* your* computer* helps* with* retention* and* assimilation* of* the*
material.**
*

• Exams*%
There* are* three* exams* for* this* course.* Each* exam* is* made* up* of* multiple*
choice* and* true/false.* The* exams*will* not* be* cumulative.* All* exams*will* be*
taken*in*class.*
%
1.*First*exam* * (Thursday,*2/26)* * * * * (25%)*
2.*Second*exam* (Thursday,*4/9)* * * * * (25%)*
3.*Third*exam** (TBA*–*finals*week)* * * * * (25%)*
*
First&exam&grade:% I* realize* that* the* first*exam*is*usually* the*hardest,*given*
that* you* don’t* know* what* to* expect* or* how* best* to* study* for* it.* For* this*
reason,*you*will*have*the*option*of*replacing*your*first*exam*grade*with*the*
grade*you*make*on*your*second*or*third*exam.*So*suppose*you*make*a*60*on*
the*first*exam,*but*an*80*on*the*second*exam.*In*this*scenario,*I*will*change*



your*first*exam*grade*to*an*80.**Or*suppose*you*made*a*90*on*the*third*exam.*
Then*I*would*change*the*first*exam*grade*to*a*90.*But*be*careful*–* it*would*
clearly*be*unwise*to*blow*off* the*first*exam*since*you*don’t*know*how*well*
you*will*do*on*the*second*or*third*exams.*The*best*course*of*action*is*to*do*
your*very*best*on*all*three*exams.*
%

• Quizzes* * * * * * * * * (15%)*%
There* are* 15* weekly* online* quizzes* to* assess* your* comprehension* of* the*
material.*The*quizzes*are* intended*to*help*you*prepare* for*the*exams.*Each*
quiz* is* made* up* of* 5* total* questions,* multiple* choice* or* true/false.* The*
questions*will* come* from* the* readings/lectures* for* that*week.* The* quizzes*
will* be* available* in* the*Quizzes* area* of* Blackboard.* When* a* quiz* becomes*
available,*it*remains*available*until*its*due*date.+*Once*the*quiz*has*begun,*you*
will*have*20+minutes* to* complete* it.* If*you* lose*your* internet*connection*or*
are*unable*to*submit*the*quiz,*contact+me+as+soon+as+possible!*Quizzes*will*not*
be*cumulative.*At*the*end*of*the*semester,* I*will*replace*two*of*your* lowest*
quiz*grades*with*your*highest*quiz*grade.*
*
IMPORTANT:* The* following* are* key* considerations* to* successfully*
completing*quizzes:*

! Complete*all*assigned*readings*(textbook*and*lecture)*prior*to*
accessing*the*online*quiz.*

! Force* completion* is* turned* ON:* you* must* complete* the* quiz*
once*you*start*it*–*you*may*NOT*come*back*to*the*quiz*later.**If*
you* are* disconnected,* send* email* to* your* instructor*
immediately.* After* contacting* your* instructor,* please* send* an*
email*to*blackboard@missouri.edu,*with*your*name,*username,*
course* name,* the* title* of* the* exam,* and* a* description* of* the*
problem.***

! To*ensure*Blackboard*logs*every*answer,*click*the*“Save”*at*the*
bottom* of* the* page* every* two* or* three* questions.* * You*must*
click*“Submit”*in*order*to*have*your*quiz*graded.*

! You*MUST*enable*Compatibility*View*with*Internet*Explorer*8.**
A*complete*list*of*supported*browsers*is*available*online.*

*
• In&class*Exercises,*Activities,*and*Peer&Review*Assignments* * *(10%)**

*There* will* be* a* variety* of* in&class* activities* and* assignments* which* are*
meant* to* give* you* a* chance* to* practice* the* kinds* of* skills* and* abilities* this*
course* is* designed* to* help* you*develop.* They* are* relatively* low&stakes* and*
are* all* designed* to* help* you* achieve* the* course* goals.* At* the* end* of* the*
semester,*I*will*replace*one*of*your*lowest*in&class*exercise*grades*with*your*
highest*in&class*exercise*grade.*

*
*
*



Grades%and%Other%Concerns%
• Plus/minus*grading*will*be*used:*A+*(100%&97%),*A*(96%&94%),*A&*(93%&

90%)* and* so* on.* * Grades*will* not* be* curved.* There*will* be* no* extra* credit*
assignments.*

• Missed+exams+may+be+made+up+only+if+there+is+a+verified+medical+excuse+or+the+
equivalent+and+the+request+is+made+within+one+day+after+the+exam+or+essay+due+
date.+ +Missed+ quizzes+ and+ other+ assignments+will+ be+ excused+ under+ the+ same+
conditions.++*

• Concerns*about*grades*or*any*other*“business”*aspects*of*the*course*should*
be* reserved* for* my* office* hours.* * These* concerns* will* not* be* addressed*
during*class*sessions.* If* the*concern*remains*unresolved,*the*next*step*is*to*
contact* the* Philosophy* Department* chair,* Professor* Robert* Johnson* (438*
Strickland*Hall).*

*
Academic%Integrity%
Academic* integrity* is* fundamental* to* the* activities* of* a* university.* * Academic*
dishonesty*will*result* in*a*failing*grade*on*the*assignment*and,*most* likely,* for*the*
course.**The*case*will*be*reported*to*the*Office*of*the*Provost*for*disciplinary*action*
under* the* University’s* Collected* Rules* and* Regulations.* * Discipline* may* include*
suspension* or* permanent* expulsion* from* the* University.* * When* is* doubt* about*
plagiarism,* paraphrasing,* quoting* or* collaboration,* consult* with* your* discussion*
section*leader*or*with*me.*
*
Students%with%Disabilities%
If*you*anticipate*barriers*related*to*the*format*or*requirements*of*this*course,*if*you*
have* emergency* medical* information* to* share* with* me,* or* if* you* need* to* make*
arrangements*in*case*the*building*must*be*evacuated,*please*let*me*know*as*soon*as*
possible.* If* disability* related* accommodations* are* necessary* (for* example,* a* note*
taker,* extended* time* on* exams,* captioning),* please* register* with* the* Disability*
Center*(http://disabilitycenter.missouri.edu/),*S5*Memorial*Union,*573&*882&4696,*
and*then*notify*me*of*your*eligibility*for*reasonable*accommodations.*For*other*MU*
resources* for* persons*with* disabilities,* click* on* "Disability* Resources"* on* the*MU*
homepage.*
*
*



Phil%2700:%Elementary%Logic%%
8:00am&9:15am*T/TH*–*Strickland*Hall*#117*

* %
%
Instructor:%Kenneth*Shields%
Email:%kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu*
Office%Hours:%Tuesdays*9:40&10:40am;*Thursdays*1:00&2:00pm*
Location:%Second*Floor*of*Student*Center*(Brady*Commons),*Leadership*Lounge*
%
Text: Merrie*Bergmann,*James*Moor,*Jack*Nelson,*The$Logic$Book:*6th*edition.*
*
Other% required% materials:% access* to* (1)* Blackboard,* (2)* a* word* processor,* (3)* a* PDF*
reader,*and*(4)*notebook*paper/pencil*
*
Course%Description%
In* this* course,* the*word* ‘logic’* refers* to* a* deductive* system* for* deriving* sentences* from*
other* sentences.*Arguments*given* in*English* (or* any*natural* language)* can*be* translated*
into* a* symbolic* language* in* order* to* (a)* reveal* the* inherent* logical* structure* of* the*
sentences*that*compose*the*argument*and*to*(b)*provide*more*precise*rules*for*when*such*
arguments* count* as* logically* valid.* By* developing* a* derivation* system* via* this* artificial*
language,* conclusions* of* valid* arguments* can* be* shown* to* logically* follow* from* the*
argument’s*premises,*using*a*step&by&step*proof.*The*similarity*of*this*derivation*system*to*
proof*systems*within*mathematics*is*no*coincidence*–*it*is*essentially*logic*that*makes*such*
systems* possible.* Furthermore,* this* course* serves* as* a* good* introduction* to* some*
foundational* concepts*within* computer* science,* since* computers*work*only$because* logic*
works.**
*
Course%Goals%
After*completing*the*entire*course,*you*should*be*able*to:*

*
• Construct*formal*arguments*from*informal*written*passages*and*essays.*

*
• Give*truth&value*meanings*to*the*truth&functional*connectives*within*propositional*

logic*and*provide*symbolizations*of*English*sentences*and*arguments*into*sentential*
logic.*

*
• Better*recognize*the*logical*structure*of*arguments.*

*
• Construct*derivations*for*valid*arguments*using*step&by&step*rules*for*derivational*

systems*within*sentential*and*predicate*logic.**
*
What%you%should%expect%from%this%course%
While* the* word* ‘elementary’* might* suggest* a* beginner’s* atmosphere,* it’s* extremely*
important*that*you*appreciate*just*how*difficult*being*introduced*to*something*for*the*first*
time*can*be!*Instead*of*thinking*you’re*about*to*play*a*game*on*the*easy*setting,*you*should*



remember*what* it’s* like* to* attempt* something* you* hadn’t* done* before.* For* example,* an*
introductory*course*on*playing*the*piano*would*be*quite*challenging*if*you*had*no*previous*
experience*playing*piano.*Given*that*this*will*likely*be*your*first*experience*working*with*
derivation* systems* of* sentential* and* predicate* logic,* you* should* expect* an* analogous*
challenge*(if*not*greater).*But*just*like*learning*to*play*piano,*your*persistence*and*diligent*
practice*in*this*course*will*be*rewarded*with*the*development*of*your*abilities.*
*
What%I%(and%your%peers)%expect%from%you%
This* is* in*many*ways* like*a*math* course.*You*are*expected*to*do*the*readings*and*attend*
class* sessions* (of* course),* but* this* will* not* be* sufficient.* You* must* practice,* practice,*
practice!*Competence*with*the*artificial*languages*you*will*be*learning*in*this*class*comes*
only*with*practice.*And*while*you*are*allowed*to*practice*in*groups,*please*don’t*let*other*
carry*the*weight*for*you.*Their*practice*can*help*you*see*where*you*are*making*mistakes,*
and*so*on,*but*only*your*own*practice*can*help*you*develop*the*skills*need*to*do*well*in*this*
course.**
%
What%you%should%expect%from%me%
As*the*instructor*for*this*course,*you*should*expect*me*to*explain*the*material*using*clear*
examples*and*relevant*discussion,*to*be*available*during*office*hours*to*assist*and*address*
any*questions*you*may*have,*to*grade*assignments*in*a*timely*manner,*and*to*respond*to*
emails* within* a* reasonable* time.* I* plan* on* offering* a* questionnaire* evaluating* how* I’m*
doing*as*an*instructor*around*mid&semester,*but*any*concerns*you*have*can*be*discussed*
with*me*during*office*hours.*
*
Course%Outline%
(Tentative:**Material*may*be*added*or*deleted*as*time*allows*or*requires.**Dates*for*specific*
reading*assignments*will*be*given*in*the*lectures*and*on*blackboard.)*
*
I* Introduction*to*Deductive*Logic*
* 1.1,*1.2,*1.3*
* Willingham,*Why*Don’t*Students*Like*School?,*Blackboard*(suggested)*

* *
II* Syntax*and*Symbolization*
* 2.1,*2.2,*2.3*
* *
III* Sentential*Logic:*Semantics*
** 3.1,*3.2,*3.3,*3.4,*3.5,*3.6*
*
IV* Sentential*Logic:*Derivations*
* 5.1,*5.2,*5.3,*5.4*
*
V.** Predicate*Logic:*Syntax*and*Symbolization*
* 7.1,7.2,*7.3,*7.4,*7.5*
*
VI.** Predicate*Logic:*Derivations*
* 10.1,*10.2,*10.3*



*

VII.** Predicate*Logic:*Semantics*

* *8.1,*8.2,*8.3,*8.4*

*

*

Course%Requirements%
%

• Regular*attendance*and*active*participation*in*class*are*expected.**Failure*to*attend*

class*on*a* regular*basis*or* repeated*behavior* that*detracts* from*the*quality*of* the*

class*will*result*in*a*request*to*the*Dean*to*cancel*your*enrollment*in*the*course.%
%

• Electronic* devices* (laptops,* cell* phones,* smart* phones,* tablets,* etc.)* are* not$
permitted$ in$class.* Such*devices* keep* you* and* your* fellow*philosophers* from* fully*
engaging* in* discussion.*Use* of* these* devices* counts* as* disrupting* the* class,*which*

will*result* in*your*enrollment*being*cancelled.*We*won't*cover*anything*so*quickly*

that*you*won't*be*able*to*keep*up*with*just*pen*and*paper.*Besides,*there’s*research*

that*suggests*that*having*to*copy*your*notes*from*paper*onto*your*computer*helps*

with*retention*and*assimilation*of*the*material.**

*

• Exams*%
There*are*three*exams*for*this*course.*Each*exam*is*made*up*of*multiple*choice*and*

true/false.*The*exams*will*not*be*cumulative.*All*exams*will*be*taken*in*class.*

%
1.*First*exam* * * (Thursday,*2/26)* * * * * (20%)*

2.*Second*exam* * (Thursday,*4/9)* * * * * (20%)*

3.*Third*exam** * (TBA*–*finals*week)* * * * * (20%)*

*

First&exam&grade:%I*realize*that*the*first*exam*is*usually*the*hardest,*given*that*you*
don’t*know*what*to*expect*or*how*best*to*study*for*it.*For*this*reason,*you*will*have*

the* option* of* replacing* your* first* exam* grade* with* the* grade* you* make* on* your*

second*or*third*exam.*So*suppose*you*make*a*60*on*the*first*exam,*but*an*80*on*the*

second* exam.* In* this* scenario,* I* will* change* your* first* exam* grade* to* an* 80.* * Or*

suppose*you*made*a*90*on*the*third*exam.*Then*I*would*change*the*first*exam*grade*

to*a*90.*But*be*careful*–*it*would*clearly*be*unwise*to*blow*off*the*first*exam*since*

you*don’t*know*how*well*you*will*do*on*the*second*or*third*exams.*The*best*course*

of*action*is*to*do*your*very*best*on*all*three*exams.*

%
• Quizzes* * * * * * * * * * (10%)*%

There*are*8*bi&weekly*online*quizzes*to*assess*your*comprehension*of*the*material.*

The*quizzes*are*intended*to*help*you*prepare*for*the*exams.*Each*quiz*is*made*up*of*

5* total* questions,*multiple* choice* or* true/false.* The* questions*will* come* from* the*

readings/lectures* for* the* prior* two* weeks.* The* quizzes* will* be* available* in* the*

Quizzes* area* of* Blackboard.* When* a* quiz* becomes* available,* it* remains* available*
until*its*due*date.$*Once*the*quiz*has*begun,*you*will*have*20$minutes*to*complete*it.*
If*you*lose*your*internet*connection*or*are*unable*to*submit*the*quiz,*contact$me$as$



soon$as$possible!*Quizzes*will*not*be* cumulative.*At* the*end*of* the* semester,* I*will*
replace*two*of*your*lowest*quiz*grades*with*your*highest*quiz*grade.*

*

IMPORTANT:* The* following* are* key* considerations* to* successfully* completing*
quizzes:*

! Complete* all* assigned* readings* (textbook* and* lecture)* prior* to*

accessing*the*online*quiz.*

! Force*completion*is*turned*ON:*you*must*complete*the*quiz*once*you*

start* it* –* you* may* NOT* come* back* to* the* quiz* later.* * If* you* are*
disconnected,* send* email* to* your* instructor* immediately.* After*

contacting* your* instructor,* please* send* an* email* to*

blackboard@missouri.edu,*with* your* name,* username,* course* name,*

the*title*of*the*exam,*and*a*description*of*the*problem.***

! To* ensure* Blackboard* logs* every* answer,* click* the* “Save”* at* the*

bottom* of* the* page* every* two* or* three* questions.* * You* must* click*

“Submit”*in*order*to*have*your*quiz*graded.*

! You*MUST* enable* Compatibility* View* with* Internet* Explorer* 8.* * A*
complete*list*of*supported*browsers*is*available*online.*

*

• In&class*Exercises,*Activities,*and*Peer&Review*Assignments* * ** (10%)**

*There*will* be* a* variety* of* in&class* activities* and* assignments*which* are*meant* to*

give*you*a*chance*to*practice*the*kinds*of*skills*and*abilities*this*course*is*designed*

to*help*you*develop.*They*are*relatively*low&stakes*and*are*all*designed*to*help*you*

achieve*the*course*goals.*At*the*end*of*the*semester,*I*will*replace*one*of*your*lowest*

in&class*exercise*grades*with*your*highest*in&class*exercise*grade.*

*

*

• Self&Graded*Homework* * ** * * * * * (10%)**

There* will* be* numerous* self&graded* homework* assignments.* These* assignments*

involve*the*unstarred*exercises*which*the*authors*of*our*textbook*provide*solutions*

for* on* the* website* that* accompanies* the* book.* Competence* with* these* artificial*

languages*comes*only*by*way*of*practice!*You*may*work*in*groups*to*complete*these,*
but*please*no*more*than*three*students*per*group.*Be*vigilant,*however:*pull*your*

own*weight*(for*your*own*sake)!*Self&graded*homework*will*be*assigned*a*grade*of*

5,*4,*3,*or*0:*

*

* 5*=*Completed*carefully,*with*only*minor*omissions*

* 4*=*Submitted*but*incomplete*or*not*careful*

* 3*=*Submitted*but*substantially*incomplete*or*careless*

* 0*=*No*homework*submitted*

*

• Instructor&Graded*Homework* * ** * * * * (10%)**

There*will*be*six*instructor&graded*homework*assignments.*Competence*with*these*

artificial* languages* comes* only* by* way* of* practice!* You* may* work* in* groups* to*
complete* these,* but* please* no* more* than* three* students* per* group.* Be* vigilant,*



however:*pull*your*own*weight*(for*your*own*sake)!* Instructor&graded*homework*
will*be*assigned*a*grade*from*0*to*5:*
*
* 5*=*Very*Good*
* 4*=*Good*
* 3*=*A*serious*attempt*
* 2*=*Some*effort*
* 1*=*Unacceptable*
* 0*=*No*homework*submitted*
*

*
Grades%and%Other%Concerns%

• Plus/minus* grading*will* be* used:* A+* (100%&97%),* A* (96%&94%),* A&* (93%&90%)*
and*so*on.**Grades*will*not*be*curved.*There*will*be*no*extra*credit*assignments.*

• Missed$ exams$ may$ be$ made$ up$ only$ if$ there$ is$ a$ verified$ medical$ excuse$ or$ the$
equivalent$and$the$request$ is$made$within$one$day$after$the$exam$or$essay$due$date.$$
Missed$quizzes$and$other$assignments$will$be$excused$under$the$same$conditions.$$*

• Concerns* about* grades* or* any* other* “business”* aspects* of* the* course* should* be*
reserved* for*my* office* hours.* * These* concerns*will* not* be* addressed* during* class*
sessions.* If* the* concern* remains* unresolved,* the* next* step* is* to* contact* the*
Philosophy*Department*chair,*Professor*Robert*Johnson*(438*Strickland*Hall).*

*
Academic%Integrity%
Academic* integrity* is* fundamental* to* the* activities* of* a* university.* * Academic*dishonesty*
will* result* in*a* failing*grade*on*the*assignment*and,*most* likely,* for* the*course.* *The*case*
will*be*reported*to*the*Office*of*the*Provost* for*disciplinary*action*under*the*University’s*
Collected* Rules* and* Regulations.* * Discipline* may* include* suspension* or* permanent*
expulsion*from*the*University.* *When*is*doubt*about*plagiarism,*paraphrasing,*quoting*or*
collaboration,*consult*with*your*discussion*section*leader*or*with*me.*
*
Students%with%Disabilities%
If*you*anticipate*barriers*related*to*the*format*or*requirements*of*this*course,*if*you*have*
emergency*medical*information*to*share*with*me,*or*if*you*need*to*make*arrangements*in*
case*the*building*must*be*evacuated,*please* let*me*know*as*soon*as*possible.* If*disability*
related*accommodations*are*necessary*(for*example,*a*note*taker,*extended*time*on*exams,*
captioning),* please* register* with* the* Disability* Center*
(http://disabilitycenter.missouri.edu/),* S5* Memorial* Union,* 573&* 882&4696,* and* then*
notify*me*of* your* eligibility* for* reasonable* accommodations.* For*other*MU* resources* for*
persons*with*disabilities,*click*on*"Disability*Resources"*on*the*MU*homepage.*
*
*



Summer&2013&–&Intro&to&Ethics&–&Phil&1100&
&
Discussion&Board&Prompts&
&
Week 1 
 
Some quick advice: For this and all other discussion prompts, try to keep in mind that what matters is not 
your conclusion (i.e., your opinion about what you happen to think is correct or not), but the reasons you 
give for your conclusion. As far as I’m concerned, your conclusion can be anything: ethical relativism is 
true, or ethical relativism is false, or God exists, or God doesn't exist, or I agree with this, or I disagree 
with that, or [insert opinion here]. Philosophy is all about arguments. Anyone can merely state that 
something is true or false, and almost anyone can conjure up some story about why it's true or why it's 
false. The harder work - the philosophical work - is done when one attempts to defend their claim. So as 
you respond to the discussion prompts , try to always ask yourself: “what makes my opinion the correct 
opinion?” and then write down your answer to that question. 
 
Topic Introduction: In his Op-ed piece for the New York Times, David Brooks argues that people between 
the age of 18-23 (so, presumably you) lack the ability to think critically about moral issues: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/13/opinion/if-it-feels-right.html?_r=0 (please read – it’s a very, very short 
article). Brooks cites a survey of youth opinions about morality, where he reports that the “default position, 
which most of them came back to again and again, is that moral choices are just a matter of individual 
taste.” This sounds like an endorsement of ethical relativism, particularly the ethical subjectivism variety.  
Given your grasp of this week’s lecture and readings, post an original response to the following prompt, 
followed by (at least) two responses to other student’s posts: 
 
Discussion prompt:   Brooks seems to suggest that today’s youth do not really endorse ethical 
subjectivism, even if they sing its praises when queried in a survey. (1) do you think Brook’s is right, that 
the youth (i.e., you)are  really just secret ethical objectivists who happen to lack the ability to give this 
commitment voice? Or do you think the youth practice what they preach – they (i.e. you) actually endorse 
ethical subjectivism? (2) Shafer-Landau has presented a variety of arguments purporting to show that 
ethical subjectivism is false – Moral Infallibility, Moral Equivalence, No Intrinsic Value, Questioning Our 
Own Commitments, Moral Progress, and the Problem of Contradiction. What do you make of these 
arguments? If the youth are right that what’s morally correct ultimately comes down to how you feel about 
it (whether they actually endorse this or not), then it follows that all of Shafer-Landau’s arguments against 
ethical subjectivism are unsound. But where’s the false premise in each argument? (pick at least one to 
discuss at length, and give your reasons for either endorsing it or challenging it – but feel free to discuss 
them all).  
 
 
 
Week 2 
 
Topic Introduction: At the end of Ch.1 (Blue book), Shafer-Landau points to an objection to Hedonism 
raised by Philippa Foot (p.27-29). Briefly, the problem is this: if happiness is only obtained by gaining 
pleasure and avoiding pain, and if all we want for our loved ones is for them to be happy, then it seems to 
follow that we ought to want our loved ones to undergo medical procedures that would ensure their 
happiness. For example, I ought to want my children to be, in a sense, forever children! I see them 
playing in the yard, as happy as they can be – so why not freeze them in that moment, by perhaps giving 
them a lobotomy, so that their child-like minds will forever stay child-like minds? [important clarification: 
ignore whatever facts about lobotomies you know. The point of this objection is not constrained by our 
current medical technology. Just imagine that there is currently available a procedure that will stop a 
child’s mind from developing any further, without any complications or side-effects].    
  
But now consider the following passage from the Mill reading (Gold book):  
 



It would be absurd, that while, in estimating all other things, quality is considered as well 
as quantity, the estimation of pleasures should be supposed to depend on quantity alone 
[. . . .] Of two pleasures, if there be one to which all or almost all who have experience of 
both give a decided preference, irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation to prefer it, 
that is the more desirable pleasure [. . . .] It is better to be a human being dissatisfied, 
than a pig satisfied; better to be Socrates dissatisfied, than a fool satisfied. (p.19-20). 

 
In this passage, Mill is arguing against the idea that pleasure, like beauty, is merely in the eye of the 
beholder. For example, if you think that devoting one’s time to riding roller coasters is no better or worse 
than devoting one’s time to doing philosophy, then Mill disagrees with you. The phrase, “whatever floats 
your boat” is wrong, according to Mill.  
 
Discussion Prompt: Foot’s lobotomy scenario is intended to show that achieving happiness is not our only 
concern, presumably causing trouble for Hedonism. However, Mill’s claim that certain pleasures are lower 
in quality than other pleasures seems to suggest a way out for the hedonist, but at the cost of elitism 
(e.g., doing philosophy is objectively superior to riding roller coasters, despite what you think). (1) What 
do you think of the objection raised by Foot? Shouldn’t I want to get a lobotomy for my children if I really 
care about their happiness? (2) How might Mill’s distinction between higher and lower pleasures be used 
to defend Hedonism from Foot’s objection? (3) I mention that Mill’s position is elitist – is this correct, and 
even if it is, is it a problem?  
 
 
Week 3 
 
Topic Introduction: As introduced in Ch. 3 (Blue book), there is a theory of what makes for a good life 
called Desire Satisfaction Theory (DS theory for short).  According to DS theory, you will live the good life 
if and only if you get what you really want, whatever that happens to be. When I teach DS theory, I always 
here the chorus of two different songs running in my head: one is Bon Jovi’s “It’s My Life” (It’s my life, it’s 
now or never. I ain’t gonna live forever. I just want to live while I’m alive); and the other is Sara Bareilles’ 
“King of Anything” (Who cares if you disagree? You are not me. Who made you king of anything? So you 
dare tell me who to be. Who died and made you king of anything?). Yet despite this musical praise, 
Shafer-Landau has raised a number of problems with DS theory. Simply put, desire satisfaction doesn’t 
appear to be necessary or sufficient for promoting our own good.  
 
Discussion Prompt: If Bon Jovi and Sara Bareilles are right – that the good life just is getting what you 
really want – then the problems raised by Shafer-Landau must ultimately be solvable. How can they be 
solved? Try to help Bon and Sara by (1) responding to Shafer-Landau’s argument against the necessity 
claim of DS – p.49-50 – and (2) responding to (at least one of) his arguments against the sufficiency claim 
of DS: Disappointment, Ignorance of DS, Impoverished Desires, the Paradox of Self-Harm, and the 
Fallibility of our Deepest Desires – p.52-56). After the original posts are up, use one of your response 
posts to critique the efforts of other students to help Bon and Sara, and then use another of your 
response posts to defend your own, or someone else’s, efforts from the critiques of other students. 
 
Week 4 
 
Topic Introduction: As you read in Ch. 5 (Blue book), the idea that God or religion is necessary for 
morality is not without its problems. Perhaps the most famous of these problems (first raised by Plato 
roughly 500 years before the birth of Christ) is captured by what Shafer-Landau calls the Euthyphro 
Argument against the Divine Command Theory (p.67): 
 
Premise 1: Either God has reasons that support His commands, or God lacks reasons for His 
commands. 
Premise 2: If God lacks reasons for His commands, then God’s commands are arbitrary—and that 
renders God imperfect, undermining His moral authority. 
Premise 3: If God has reasons that support His commands, then these reasons, rather than the divine 
commands, are what make actions right or wrong—thereby refuting the Divine Command Theory. 



Premise 4: Therefore, either God is imperfect, or the Divine Command Theory is false. 
Premise 5: God is not imperfect. 
Conclusion: Therefore, the Divine Command Theory is false. 
 
Discussion Prompt: As I said in my lecture for this week, my first encounter with this argument – back 
when I was an undergrad working on a music education degree – woke me up to the power of 
philosophical argumentation. At that time, I tried my best to show where this argument fails, but I 
eventually tapped out and conceded its soundness. Whether or not you think the Euthyphro Argument is 
sound, I want you to attempt to challenge this argument by raising an objection to one or more of its 
premises. Then, after the original posts are up, use one of your response posts to critique the challenges 
brought by other students, and then use another of your response posts to defend your own, or someone 
else’s, efforts from the critiques of other students. (Here’s a quick note: if you plan on challenging either 
premise 2 or premise 5, I suggest you first look at Shafer-Landau’s Divine Perfection Argument at the 
bottom of p.67. You may also want to read very closely what he has to say on p.68). 
 
Week 5 
 
Topic Introduction: Consider the following quote from the famous utilitarian Jeremy Bentham: “the 
question is not Can they reason?, nor Can they talk?, but Can they suffer?” (see p.128 Blue Book for 
Shafer-Landau’s discussion around this quote). The question Bentham is referring to is this: how does 
one determine moral patiency? (Remember the distinction between being a moral agent and a moral 
patient ? If not, go check the lecture once more). Bentham’s answer is this: if they are capable of 
suffering, then they are moral patients.  
 
This test for moral patiency has seemed to have a rather surprising implication: a difference in species is 
not, by itself, a morally relevant difference.  This claim is further illustrated and defended by what Shafer-
Landau calls the Argument from Marginal Cases: 
 
Premise 1: If it is immoral to kill and eat “marginal” (see p.129-130 Blue book for definition of ‘marginal’ in 
this argument) human beings, and to painfully experiment on them, then it is immoral to treat non-human 
animals this way. 
Premise 2: It is (almost) always immoral to kill and eat “marginal” human beings, and to painfully 
experiment on them. 
Conclusion: Therefore, it is (almost) always immoral to kill and eat animals, and to painfully experiment 
on them. 
 
Discussion Prompt: So much for spraying bunny rabbits in the eyes with hairspray or killing cows for 
hamburger meat, unless you are willing to spray “marginal” human beings in the eyes with hairspray, or 
kill and eat such human beings for meat. But whether or not you think the Argument from Marginal Cases 
is sound, I want you to attempt to challenge this argument by raising an objection to one or more of its 
premises. Then, after the original posts are up, use one of your response posts to critique the challenges 
brought by other students, and then use another of your response posts to defend your own, or someone 
else’s, efforts from the critiques of other students. (some advice: I strongly suggest going back and re-
reading p.128-132 Blue book for this prompt. You’ll have to go back anyway if you have forgotten what 
“marginal” means in this context, so you might as well just read the rest of that section). 
 
 
Week 6 
 
Topic Introduction: As we learned in this week’s readings and lecture, the Kantian view takes the results 
of our actions to be morally irrelevant because, on this view, the moral worth of actions is only to be found 
in the autonomous willing of the act. As Shafer-Landau says, “[this] is one of the main reasons that he 
[Kant] so strongly opposes utilitarianism” (p.181 – Blue book). But, as Shafer-Landau also points out, it is 
this feature that leads the Kantian view to deny the existence of moral luck – when the “morality of an 
action or a decision depends on factors outside of our control” (p.182 – Blue book).  
 



Shafer-Landau provides three examples of moral luck (p.181-82 – Blue book): an otherwise good parent 
shaking their baby, an otherwise good driver succumbing to negligent driving, and an otherwise harmless 
Dwight-from-the-Office-type guy making life miserable for his officemates. In each case, luck seems to 
determine how we morally evaluate these actions. If the baby dies due to the shaking, we view the parent 
as a moral monster deserving of severe punishment. If the driver’s negligence results in the death of a 
pedestrian, we again view such a person as a moral monster deserving of severe punishment. And 
finally, if the Dwight-from-the-Office guy had lived in a different time and place, such as 1940’s Germany, 
such strict rule following behavior may have resulted in this guy being guilty of aiding the systematic 
torture and killing of millions. Needless to say, we would then view him as a moral monster deserving of 
severe punishment, rather than merely an annoying officemate.  
 
Discussion Prompt: So what do you think about the idea of moral luck? Are we really just holding a moral 
double-standard in the above cases – letting the lucky parent, driver, rule-follower off the moral hook 
merely because of circumstances that were outside of their control? Or, another way to put this, are we 
really just being too harsh on the unlucky parent, driver, rule-follower? Or do you think such a double-
standard is justified, contra the Kantian view? But if it is justified, then how would you justify our 
reluctance to ascribe moral responsibility in other cases involving lack of control (e.g., when bad stuff 
happens as the result of a very little child’s action)? (1) answer these questions in your original post by 
way of one of the three example cases above, then (2) critique the answers given by other students in 
one of your response posts, and (3) defend your own, or someone else’s, answers in another of your 
response posts.  
 
 
Week 7 
 
Topic Introduction: One thing you may have noticed about the two articles over abortion is that neither 
author supports an all-or-nothing position. Although Thomson argues for the permissibility of abortion in 
certain cases, she doesn’t think that abortion is always morally permissible: “There may well be cases in 
which carrying the child to term requires only Minimally Decent Samaritanism of the mother [. . . .]. [For 
example], it would be indecent in the woman to request an abortion, and indecent in a doctor to perform 
it, if she is in her seventh month, and wants the abortion just to avoid the nuisance of postponing a trip 
abroad” (p.362 – Gold book). And although Marquis argues that abortion is prima facie morally wrong, he 
doesn’t think that abortion is always impermissible: “Presumably abortion could be justified in some 
circumstances, only if the loss consequent on failing to abort would be at least as great. Accordingly, 
morally permissible abortions will be rare indeed unless, perhaps, they occur so early in pregnancy that a 
fetus is not yet definitely an individual” (p.370 – Gold book). Could it be that much of the contemporary 
abortion debate is really a case of talking past one another?  
 
Discussion Prompt: There appear to be only three general positions one can take to abortion: (a) an all-
out ban stance, (b) an all-out allowance stance, and (c) a mixed stance. Thomson and Marquis each 
defend a version of (c). Which position do you hold? (1) Clarify and defend one of these positions in your 
original post. If you choose (a), then you must raise and respond to Thomson’s arguments against this 
stance. If you choose (b), then you must raise and respond to Marquis’ arguments against this stance. 
And if you choose (c), then you must explain where the other two stances go wrong. (2) Use one of your 
response posts to critique another student’s defense of their choice, and then use another of your 
response posts to defend your own, or someone else’s, post. 
 
 
Week 8 
 
Topic Introduction: Check out the following clip of one of my favorite shows “Louie” (there isn’t anything 
explicit in the clip, though the show itself is very much so!): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lC4FnfNKwUo. Given this week’s readings, you can surely see that the 
comedian in the clip (Louis C.K.) is expressing the same position on world poverty defended by Peter 
Singer. [Louis may have actually read the Singer article; it was first published in the New York Times]. 
Simply put, Singer’s position is that we are morally obligated to give to charity the money that would 



otherwise be used for stuff we don’t really need. Singer’s argument for this position is by analogy: since 
Bob is obligated to save the child over his car, then we are obligated to save impoverished children over 
our own self-pleasure (see p.231-32 Gold book). Of course, since this is an argument by analogy, 
Singer’s defense is only as strong as the analogy itself. Is there a morally relevant disanalogy between 
the Bob scenario and our own? Alternatively, you might think the analogy is fine, but draw a different 
conclusion than Singer – that Bob’s behavior in the scenario is actually morally acceptable. But is this 
really plausible? How would you explain why Bob’s behavior seems morally monstrous, if it really isn’t? 
 
Discussion Prompt: (1) If you think there is a morally relevant disanalogy in Singer’s argument – the 
presence of which blocks Singer’s conclusion – then use your original post to tell us what it is. If you think 
that Bob’s behavior is morally acceptable, despite appearances – thus blocking Singer’s conclusion – 
then use your original post to explain to us (a) what makes Bob’s behavior morally acceptable and (b) 
why Bob’s behavior seems morally monstrous, at least at first glance. If you think Singer’s argument is 
sound, then use your original post to respond to a possible objection you think others might try. (2) 
critique the arguments given by other students in one of your response posts, and (3) defend your own, or 
someone else’s, argument in another of your response posts.&
&



On Jul 12, 2013, at 11:29 AM, "[deleted] (MU-Student)" <[deleted]> wrote: 
 
 
Professor Shields,  
 
Would it be at all possible to come discuss the second exam with you in person? I know 
this is for an online course, but I'm at Mizzou, and I want to discuss two particular 
questions in certain depth regarding their clarity. If this is impossible I can just ask you 
via email, and I completely understand, I just was curious if you held traditional office 
times or availability like the regular semester. Thanks. 
 
-[deleted] 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Shields, Kenneth W. (MU-Student)" <kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu> 
Date: July 12, 2013, 11:43:02 AM CDT 
To: "[deleted]. (MU-Student)" <[deleted]> 
Subject: Re: Second Exam - Ethics 1100 Online 

Hi [deleted], 
 
Let's begin with which questions you have in mind, over email. But first let's wait until 
the exam deadline has expired (so after 11:59pm tonight). 
 
Best regards, 
Kenny 
 
---- 
Kenneth Shields, M.A. 
University of Missouri 
Kline Research Assistant 
Phone: 214-460-4292 
 
On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:19 PM, "Shields, Kenneth W. (MU-Student)" 
<kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu> wrote: 
 
 
Hi [deleted], 
 
 
Did you still have questions from the second exam you wanted to discuss? I'm ready 
when you are. 
 
Best regards, 



Kenny 
 
---- 
Kenneth Shields, M.A. 
University of Missouri 
Kline Research Assistant 
Phone: 214-460-4292 
 
 

 

From: [deleted] (MU-Student) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:59 AM 
To: Shields, Kenneth W. (MU-Student) 
Subject: Re: Second Exam - Ethics 1100 Online 

Professor Shields,  
 
Sorry for the delay after the exam, I somehow managed to avoid all of reality for a few 
days accidentally.  
 
I forgot what one of my questions was because of the time, but it was one of the two I 
missed that I was curious about, but I believe the other one I missed was just a complete 
error on my part. The other question I had was over the question about giving preference 
according to utilitarianism. I don't have the exact wording, but the question was when is it 
permissible according to utilitarianism, and there were the standard four options. The first 
was it is never permissible to give preference, the middle two were always question 
(clearly incorrect), and the last one was this is it okay as long as the overall well-being is 
being helped. At least it was similar, I apologize for not writing it down.  
 
My question is on the nature of preference and utilitarianism. I'm almost certain that I 
must have misread the question, but it seemed like the preference being discussed was a 
scale tipper. As in, if you take into consideration your family preference then it is 1 unit 
of (even tho I know utilitarians don't have a solution for the unit problem) happiness 
greater than the other outcomes. My question is this, if that is the case, is that still giving 
preference? If utilitarianism is extended to all possible considerations with the 
information known to a particular person, then would the preference not be a preference 
at all? In the strict sense it is an advantage, which preference shouldn't matter to 
utilitarians, but even if it does, isn't that just a part of everyones calculus? I prefer my 
family to yours, you prefer yours to mine, but that is still considering the maximizing 
factors. It would fall directly into the same scope of consideration as the person who is 
poor getting 100 dollars versus your friends getting 2 who are financially sound. 
 
So I guess the general question is, wouldn't preference, whether considered significant or 
not, play out in the same manner? Thus whether it is never considered or sometimes 
considered is dependent upon how the preferential consideration is looked at? 
 



Again, this is somewhat removed from my thoughts at the time, but I was curious since it 
was a question I knew I was going to lose when taking the exam. If none of this makes 
any sense, I'm sorry for using your time. 
 
Thanks. 
 
-[deleted] 
 
On Jul 16, 2013, at 1:27 PM, "Shields, Kenneth W. (MU-Student)" 
<kwsb56@mail.missouri.edu> wrote: 
 
 
Hi [deleted], 
  
So I’ve found the question you are referring to: 
  
If utilitarianism is true . . . 
(a) it is always acceptable to give preference to the interests of our family members. 
(b) it is never acceptable to give preference to the interests of our family members. [you chose 
this] 
(c) it is sometimes permissible to give preference to our family members but only when doing so 
is most beneficial. [this is the correct answer] 
(d) it is always obligatory to give preference to the interests of our family members. 
  
  
If I understand your concern correctly, you are suggesting that it shouldn’t really count as “giving 
preference” to the interests of our family members if the action was the only action available that 
was most beneficial overall. This may be a fair point, except there is an alternative scenario 
available to the utilitarian: there could be a situation where there are two actions available, each 
of which would result in the most beneficial results overall (they are essentially tied for first 
place, if you like), but only one of these actions satisfies the interests of your family members 
(the other might even harm your family members’ interests). Because the utilitarian calculations 
in this case add up to a tie, then on the assumption that utilitarianism is true, it would be 
permissible in this case to give preference to your family members. In other words, you are not 
obligated to perform the other action, though you are obligated to perform one of the two 
actions tied for first place. So you get to choose, or in other words, enact your preference. 
  
There’s also the idea that intention plays a crucial role in the notion of preference. Remember 
that utilitarians aren’t interested in your intentions when you act, just the results of your action. 
So you could intend, on some occasion, to give preference to the interests of your family 
members. But as it happens (perhaps completely unbeknownst to you), your action on this 
occasion happened to be the most beneficial overall! The utilitarian would say you did the right 
thing, even though you may not have cared at all about utilitarianism when you acted (in fact, 
you could have even consciously thought that utilitarianism is false at the moment of action!). 
Does this seem like you gave preference to your family members in this scenario, even though 
(by hypothesis) this was the only permissible action assuming utilitarianism is true? It does to 
me, but if you don’t share my intuition here, there’s always the above explanation about the 
scenario where two actions are tied for first place. 
  
Does that seem too tricky? I had thought Shafer-Landau mentioned a case like this in the text, 
but now I’m not sure. 
  



Here’s the other question you missed, just in case you’d like to discuss it as well: 
  
Measuring well-being is difficult for utilitarians because . . . 
(a) there is no precise unit of happiness. [you chose this] 
(b) there might be multiple things that directly contribute to well-being. 
(c) there doesn't seem to be any method to compare the quantities of different benefits. 
(d) all of the above [this is the correct answer] 
  
Thank you for having the courage to press me on this stuff. I wish I could get more students to 
do this - I'm sure they probably have similar concerns about other questions, or the course in 
general. Might you have some advice on how I can present myself so my students will feel more 
comfortable doing what you have done? 
 
Best regards, 
Kenny  
 
---- 
Kenneth Shields, M.A. 
University of Missouri 
Kline Research Assistant  
Graduate Instructor, Introduction to Ethics 
Phone: 214-460-4292 

 
 
Re: Second Exam - Ethics 1100 Online  
[deleted]. (MU-Student)  
Sent:  Friday, July 19, 2013 12:17 PM  
To:  Shields, Kenneth W. (MU-Student)  
 
 

       
Hi Professor Shields,  
 
I'm sorry for the late response again. I feel bad because I rarely ever am like this when it 
comes to communication. 
 
I still ultimately believe the problem is preference might be placed in well being, but your 
arguments are quite sound I believe and this is more a misunderstanding of the text on my 
end. And just for clarification I had no illusion of trying to get back points I was just 
genuinely curious. I really appreciate the very thorough response. 
 
As for how you could get students to press on certain issues, I'm really not that sure. I've 
never felt like any response you have ever given about the course was unfounded or not 
fully thought out. Also, your online lectures are so comprehensive. I was a little surprised 
the exam average was a 73 on the second exam if only because after the first exam, you 
really know whats coming. As shown with the extra credit, there are so many 
opportunities to succeed even if the student wasn't initially proactive. When you break 
down the week's discussion it is very clear cut, so I'm pretty stumped on what your next 
move is when it comes to interaction. I've taken eight other philosophy courses and rarely 
is it ever this focused and clear. And while I admit theres probably a higher level of 
difficulty when it comes to organizing 4000 level courses, the course is handled really 



well. I know that does nothing for you, but the truth is that almost ever corner is covered 
in this course when related to material, I don't know how you could engage further when 
it comes to comfort. You're very enthusiastic about the course, so it's not as if you have 
intense malice in your heart and everyone is running the other way. I'm actually pretty 
surprised to find out that more people haven't discussed with you. Those reasons color 
exactly why I had no problem asking about a meaning of a particular question that is 
structured in a definitive right or wrong way based on the material. 
 
It might just be due to the nature of an online course, but for what it's worth, and it is 
rarely said, it might just be this particular situation. Given your courses are always like 
this I sense more people will come with questions. Again, I apologize for the late 
response, and thank you for the very understandable response my inquiry. 
 
-[deleted] 
 



Davey Prize

Dear colleagues:

I'm pleased to announce that Kenny Shields has been selected as the recipient of the 2011A2012 Scott T. Davey
Memorial Prize for Excellence in MA Research, for his paper "Motivational Internalism and Experimental Philosophy."
The prize carries with it a $100 cash award. Please join me in congratulating him!

Philip
AA
Philip Robbins
Associate Professor
Director of Graduate Studies
Director, MU Experimental Philosophy Lab
Department of Philosophy
University of Missouri
426 Strickland Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
Y573\ 882A2764
http://philosophy.missouri.edu/people/robbins.html
http://muepl.wordpress.com/
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